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Grapevine can be severely affected by phytoplasmas, which are phytopathogenic

Mollicutes invading the sieve elements of the host plant. The biochemical and molecular

relationships between phytoplasmas and their hosts remain largely unexplored. Equally

unknown is an interesting aspect of the pathogen–plant interaction called “recovery,”

which is a spontaneous remission of symptoms in previously symptomatic plants.

Recovered plants develop resistance mechanisms correlated with ultrastructural and

biochemical changes in the sieve elements. Callose as well as sugars are involved in

several plant defense processes and signaling. In the present work we have examined

the possible involvement of callose, as well as callose synthase, sugar transporter, and

cell wall invertase genes, during the infection and after “recovery” of grapevine from bois

noir (BN). Ultrastructural investigation of leaf tissue showed that callose accumulated in

the sieve elements of diseased grapevine; moreover, two genes encoding for callose

synthase were up-regulated in the infected leaves. Regarding sucrose, expression analysis

showed that sucrose transport and cleavage were severely affected by BN phytoplasma,

which induced the establishment of a carbohydrate sink in the source leaf, and was

analogous to other obligate biotrophs that acquire most of their nutrients from the host

plant. Interestingly, whereas in recovered plants the transcript level of sucrose synthase

was similar to healthy plants, sucrose transporters as well as cell wall invertase were

expressed to a greater degree in recovered leaves than in healthy ones. Recovered plants

seem to acquire structural and molecular changes leading to increases in sucrose transport

ability and defense signaling.

Keywords: callose, cell wall invertase, grapevine, recovery, stolbur, sucrose transporters, sucrose synthase

INTRODUCTION

Phytoplasmas have been associated with several hundred diseases

affecting economically important crops, such as ornamentals, veg-

etables, fruit trees, and grapevines (Lee et al., 2000). Phytoplasmas

are plant-pathogenic prokaryotes belonging to the class Mollicutes,

a group of wall-less microorganisms phylogenetically related to

low G+C, Gram-positive bacteria (Weisburg et al., 1989). In host

plants, they are restricted to the sieve elements of phloem and

are transmitted among plants by phloem sap feeding leafhop-

pers or psyllids in a persistent manner. Phytoplasmas remain as

the most poorly characterized plant pathogens, primarily because

efforts at in vitro culture, gene delivery and mutagenesis have been

unsuccessful.

Bois noir (BN) is a grapevine disease associated with the pres-

ence of phytoplasmas of the stolbur group, 16SrXII, known as

“Candidatus Phytoplasma solani” (“Ca. P. solani”), but still not

described (Firrao et al., 2005). BN is often endemic, but, in some

cases, can be associated with severe epidemics, as reported in sev-

eral Italian regions in the past 15 years (Belli et al., 2010). BN causes

symptoms such as abnormal lignification of canes, short intern-

odes, flower abortion, and curling and discoloration of leaves with

intervein yellowing or reddening, and these are accompanied by

a dramatic reduction in yield (Osler et al., 1993). These symp-

toms have been related to stoma closure, reduced photosynthesis

rate, and anomalous accumulation of carbohydrates in leaves

(Bertamini et al., 2002; Musetti et al., 2007; Endeshaw et al., 2012).

Phytoplasmas are restricted mainly to sieve elements, where

they move through the pores of sieve plates and accumulate

especially in source leaves and to a lesser extent in petioles

and stems (Christensen et al., 2004). Phytoplasmas induce char-

acteristic symptoms in host plants, many of which point to

impairment of sieve-tube function (such as low productivity,

stunting, general decline, reduced vigor; Kartte and Seemüller,

1991). Cytological modifications such as sieve-element necro-

sis, abnormal callose deposition at the sieve plates, sieve-element

wall thickening, and starch accumulation in the shoots of sus-

ceptible plants have been documented by electron microscopic

observations (Braun and Sinclair, 1978; Kartte and Seemüller,

1991; Musetti et al., 1994; Musetti and Favali, 1999). During

phytoplasma infection, assimilate translocation in the host plant

is severely impaired, being responsible for massive changes in

phloem physiology (Musetti et al., 2013). It was postulated that

phytoplasmas secrete a variety of effector proteins that interfere

with plant processes, leading to changes in plant development

and physiology, but to date the biochemical and molecular rela-

tionships between phytoplasmas and their hosts remain largely

unexplored. Global transcription profiles have been obtained

from phytoplasma-infected grapevine leaves by hybridization of
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microarrays (Albertazzi et al., 2009; Hren et al., 2009a) or protein

profiling (Margaria and Palmano, 2011). These studies revealed

that phytoplasma infection in grapevine altered the expression

of more than one hundred genes and thirty proteins belong-

ing to both primary and secondary metabolism. Inhibition of

several Calvin-cycle enzyme genes was shown and explained by

the accumulation of soluble carbohydrates and starch that had

been observed in source leaves of plants infected by phytoplas-

mas (Lepka et al., 1999; Maust et al., 2003; André et al., 2005).

On the other hand, genes encoding enzymes involved in hex-

ose production from sucrose and starch, like vacuolar invertase,

sucrose synthase (SUS), and alpha amylase, were shown to be up-

regulated (Albertazzi et al., 2009; Hren et al., 2009a,b). A major

effect on sucrose transport and metabolism has been confirmed

thanks to gene expression analysis focused at the leaf phloem of

stolbur-infected grapevine. Laser microdissection-assisted isola-

tion of phloem transcripts and gene expression analysis showed

inhibited sucrose loading and increased sucrose cleavage, suggest-

ing the establishment of a phytoplasma-induced switch from a

carbohydrate source to sink (Santi et al., 2013).

An interesting but still unclear aspect of the phytoplasma–plant

interaction is “recovery,” which is a spontaneous remission of

symptoms in previously symptomatic plants, occurring also in

BN-infected grapevines (Osler et al., 1993), where the remission

of symptoms is associated with the disappearance of the phyto-

plasmas from the crown as also observed in apple trees recovered

from Apple Proliferation disease (Osler et al., 2000; Carraro et al.,

2004). Cytochemical analyses have revealed that recovery is accom-

panied by biochemical changes in the phloem, related to variation

of the sieve-element oxidative status, leading to modifications in

phloem protein (P-protein) conformation and in phloem occlu-

sion expression patterns. In particular, in grapevines as well as

in apple and apricot trees it has been demonstrated that recovery

coincided with the accumulation of hydrogen peroxide in sieve

elements (Musetti et al., 2004, 2005, 2007), which often signals

increased resistance. Moreover, an anomalous accumulation of

callose and protein associated with the up-regulation of callose

synthase- and P-protein-coding genes has been observed in recov-

ered apple trees (Musetti et al., 2010), supporting the hypothesis

that recovered plants were able to develop resistance mechanisms

dependent on Ca2+ signal activity (Musetti et al., 2010, 2013).

Callose is a structural component of the sieve elements (Ehlers

et al., 2000; van Bel et al., 2002). Its activity in sieve-pore occlusion

in the case of injuries (wounding, pathogen challenge, attack by

phloem sap-sucking insects), is extensively reported (Knoblauch

and van Bel, 1998; Furch et al., 2007) but roles in sieve element

physiology are also recognized (Barratt et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2011).

In intact phloem tissue, callose is involved in the correct function-

ing and development of the sieve elements and in flow regulation

through the sieve pores (Barratt et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2011).

In this work we studied the responses (in term of morphologi-

cal conformation and gene expression analyses) of callose during

phytoplasma infection in grapevines affected by BN and their

possible role in the establishment of “recovery.” Moreover, the

expression of sucrose metabolism-related genes such as sucrose

transporters, SUS, and invertase genes were also investigated in

leaves of recovered plants compared to infected and healthy plants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PLANT MATERIAL AND PHYTOPLASMA DETECTION

Grapevines (Vitis vinifera L. cv. Chardonnay) were grown in

an experimental field located in Friuli Venezia Giulia (North-

Eastern Italy). Plants were regularly treated with fungicides. Fully

expanded, intact leaves were collected from five healthy (H), five

symptomatic (D), and five recovered (R) plants in late sum-

mer (five leaves for each plant), when typical BN symptoms

were evident. Leaves were collected from symptomatic canes

of infected plants, and in similarly positioned canes of nearby

recovered and healthy plants. For stolbur phytoplasma detection,

RNA was extracted from frozen H, D, and R leaves enriched in

midribs using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Ger-

many) with minor modifications (Santi et al., 2013). Total RNA

quantity and purity were evaluated using a NanoDrop ND-1000

UV–Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., MA,

USA).

RNAs were reverse-transcribed using a QuantiTect Reverse

Transcription Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) with random

hexamers following the manufacturer’s instructions. Real-time

PCR reactions were set up with SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-

Rad Laboratories Co., Hercules, CA, USA) using specific primers

designed on the 16SrRNA gene of “Ca. P. solani” (accession

no. AF248959) 16Sstol(RT)F2 and 16Sstol(RT)R3 (Martini et al.,

unpublished results; Santi et al., 2013). Real-time PCR analyses

were performed in a CFX96 Real Time PCR Detection System

(Bio-Rad Laboratories Co., Hercules, CA, USA), imposing the

following standard thermal profile: 98◦C for 2 min, followed by

45 cycles for 5 s at 98◦C and 5 s at 60◦C. A melting curve analysis

of the products was performed from 65 to 95◦C to check primer

specificity.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

To minimize the damage to sieve elements due to the electron

microscopy preparation procedure, a gentle preparation of the

samples has been performed according the method described by

Ehlers et al. (2000). Segments (6–7 mm in length) of grapevine

leaf tissues including the vein and 1–2 mm of blade on each

side were excised, immersed in a buffered medium containing

10 mM NaOH-2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid, 2 mM

CaC12, 1 mM MgC12, 0.5 mM KC1, and 200 mM mannitol, pH

5.7 (van der Schoot and van Bel, 1989), and allowed to recover

for 2 h at room temperature. Then, the buffer was replaced by a

fixation solution of 3% paraformaldehyde and 4% glutaraldehyde

in 50 mM sodium cacodylate buffer plus 2 mM CaCI2, pH 7.2.

Samples were fixed for 6 h at room temperature, replacing the

fixative every 30 min. Then they were washed for 1 h at 4◦C in

50 mM sodium cacodylate buffer containing 2 mM CaCl2 (pH

7.2) and postfixed overnight with 2% (w/v) OsO4 in the above

buffer at 4◦C.

Dehydration was performed in a graded ethanol series and

propylene oxide, and the samples were embedded in Epon/Araldite

epoxy resin (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA,

USA).

Several serial ultrathin sections of at least 100 samples from

each of the three plant groups were collected on copper grids,

stained in uranyl acetate and lead citrate and observed under a
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PHILIPS CM 10 (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) transmission

electron microscope (TEM) operating at 80 kV.

PLANT GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSES

For plant gene expression analyses, RNAs were extracted from

frozen leaf midribs as described above. Nucleic acids were treated

with Turbo DNase (Ambion, Life technologies Co., Carlsbad, CA,

USA) and reverse-transcribed using a SuperScript III Platinum

Two-Step qRT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Paisley, UK)

in a total volume of 20 µL. Real-time RT-PCR analyses were

performed on a CFX 96 instrument (Bio-Rad Laboratories Co.,

Hercules, CA, USA). SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad Labo-

ratories Co., Hercules, CA,USA) was used for the analysis of callose

synthases, while RealMasterMix SYBR ROX (5Prime Eppendorf,

Hamburg, Germany) for all other genes. In both cases a melting

curve analysis was performed from 65 to 95◦C to check primer

specificity. Primers were designed at 60◦C Tm using Primer3 soft-

ware1, and then evaluated using the BLASTN (nucleotide basic

local alignment search tool) algorithm (Altschul et al., 1997). Stan-

dard curves of different dilutions of pooled complementary DNA

(cDNA) were used to calculate the PCR efficiency value (E) for

each primer pair as described by Pfaffl (2001). Primers and E are

indicated in Table 1.

Ubiquitin-60S ribosomal protein L40-like (UBQ-L40; acces-

sion no. XM_002273532.1) was used as a reference gene, as it

1http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/

was found to be stably expressed when compared with actin,

UBQCF (Ubiquitin conjugating factor) or 60SRP (60S riboso-

mal protein L18). The gene-stability measure (M) was calculated

by the geNorm program (Vandesompele et al., 2002) using RNAs

that were purified from midrib-enriched-samples of several D, R,

and H plants. The M value for UBQ-L40 was 0.45, thus confirming

the validity of this gene as a reference. A mean normalized expres-

sion (MNE) for each target gene (Muller et al., 2002) was calculated

by normalizing its mean expression level to the level of ubiquitin,

with the transcript abundance of ubiquitin defined as 100 arbitrary

units. Mean normalized gene expression values were graphed by

assigning a value of zero to no expression. Each data point rep-

resents the mean of at least three biological replicates and three

technical replicates. The sequences of the examined V. vinifera

genes were identified in silico by Grape Genome browser2 or

retrieved from the National Center for Biotechnology Information

(NCBI) database.

Statistical analyses of gene expression levels were performed

with the InStat GraphPad software package (La Jolla, CA, USA)

using an ANOVA Tukey–Kramer Multiple Comparisons Test.

RESULTS

PHYTOPLASMA DETECTION

Leaf samples were analyzed for the presence of BN phytoplasma

by real-time RT-PCR. Starting from 10 ng of total RNA, stolbur

2http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/externe/GenomeBrowser/Vitis/

Table 1 | Accession number of sequences and primers used for real-time RT-PCR.

Gene name NCBI accession No. Primer sequence (5′–3′) nM E Grape Genome

12X Locus tag

VvUBQ-L40 XM_002273532.1 For: CCAAGATCCAGGACAAGGAA Rev: GAAGCCTCAGAACCAGATGC 300 2.05 GSVIVT01038617001

VvSUC11 AF021808.1 For: ATGGAGAAGCTCTGCAGGAA Rev: TCAGTGCAGCAATCACAACA 300 1.93 GSVIVT01009254001

VvSUC12 AF021809.1 For: CGGATTGGATGGGTAGAGAA Rev: AGCAAACCAAATGCACCTTC 500 1.91 GSVIVT01020031001

VvSUC27 AF021810.1 For: CTCTTCGACACCGATTGGAT Rev: CAACCCCAGAACCACAGAGT 300 1.97 GSVIVT01034886001

VvSUS4 XM_002275119.1 For: GCTGGCTCAATCAGTTCCTC Rev: CCAAGCCTCAAACAATGACA 500 2.01 GSVIVT01015018001

VvSUS2 XM_002271860.1 For: GGCTGGGGTTTATGGTTTCT Rev: ATTTTGCCAGATCACGGAAC 300 2.06 GSVIVT01028043001

VvSUS6 XM_002270825.1 For: TATGGCTTCTGGAGGCAGTT Rev: CCTTCGCCAATTTTCTGAAT 500 2.02 GSVIVT01029388001

VvSUS5 XM_002266984.2 For: GCAGGGATGATTCAGACCAT Rev: CTTGCTTGTGTTCCGTGTTC 300 2.07 GSVIVT01035210001

VvGIN2 XM_002272733.1 For: ACGAATTTTTGGGAGCACAG Rev: GATGCATGTCCTTCCACCTT 500 2.05 GSVIVT01001272001

CWINV AY538262.1 For: TATTGACGGTGAAGCCCACT Rev: AAAGCCTGGCTCTTCACTCA 300 1.99 GSVIVT01016869001

VvGIN1 XM_002265498 For: CAATGCCACTGGAGTGAATG Rev: GGGATTTCTCAGCAACCAAA 500 1.94 GSVIVT01018625001

VvCAS2 XM_002283262.2 For: TTCACCCCAGTTGCATTTCT Rev: CCGATCCTTCCTATGACCAC 300 2.05 GSVIVT01025362001

VvCAS1 XM_002271612.2 For: GCCTTGCGCTTTTTCATCTA Rev: CTTCGCCTTCCAACAGAGAG 300 2.01 GSVIVT01001361001

VvCAS7 XM_002279310.2 For: GCTGGGAAGGGCTTATGAGT Rev: GGCCTCTACTGAATGCCTGA 300 2.01 GSVIVT01020854001

VvCAS11 XM_002263721.2 For: GCTGAACAGAGCTGGGAAAC Rev: CGCCGTACTGGAAAAAGAAG 300 1.97 GSVIVT01005204001

VvCAS5 XM_002274301.1 For: GCATGGTTCCCATTTGTCTC Rev: TCATCACAGCCTCACTCTGC 300 1.96 GSVIVT01026489001

VvCAS10 XM_002275082.2 For: GATGCTGGGATGGGTATGAT Rev: CCTGCAAGGATGATGGAGAT 300 2.03 GSVIVT01007560001
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16SrRNA transcripts were detected in symptomatic samples (D)

at an average quantification cycle (Cq) value (±SE) of 24.0 ± 0.5,

while no amplicons of the 16SrRNA gene were obtained in healthy

(H) and recovered (R) samples. Molecular diagnosis confirmed the

presence of stolbur in 98% of leaf samples collected from plants

classified as symptomatic in the field.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Transmission electron microscopy investigations showed different

ultrastructural traits in the phloem of the grapevines, depend-

ing on their status (H, D, or R). The leaf tissues from H plants

were well preserved. As expected, in the sieve elements of these

plants phytoplasmas were not detected. P-protein was uniformly

dispersed in the lumen of most sieve elements (Figures 1A,B, pp)

and sieve pores were surrounded by a very thin stratum of callose

(Figure 1C, arrows) or had callose collars that did not occlude

their lumen (Figure 1D, arrows).

In D leaf tissues phytoplasmas were detected in the lumen of

sieve tubes (Figure 2A, arrows). Their presence is associated with

severe ultrastructural modifications of the phloem (Figures 2B

through F). Many companion and phloem parenchyma cells

showed plasmolysis and consequent cytoplasm condensation

(Figure 2B, arrows), others were necrotized (Figure 2B, n).

Increased thickness of the sieve-element walls (Figure 2C, arrows)

and a large accumulation of callose at the sieve plates, plugging

the sieve pores (Figures 2D,E, c), were also visible. Sieve elements

were often collapsed (Figure 2F, arrows). Given the serious ultra-

structural disorganization of D grapevine leaf tissues, in many

cases it was not possible to discern P-proteins in the sieve-element

lumen. When detectable, P-protein filaments were organized in

electron-dense clumps (Figure 2C, pp).

In R plants the leaf tissue was, in general, well preserved and

phytoplasmas were not observed in the sieve elements (Figure 3).

P-protein was observed in the sieve-element lumen as condensed

plugs (Figures 3A,B, pp) or as filaments (Figures 3C,D, pp) likely

passing through the sieve pores (Figures 3C,D, arrows). Callose

was also found in sieve tubes of R plants, forming collars around

the sieve pores (Figures 3C,D, c), and in some cases occluding

them (Figures 3A,B, c).

CALLOSE SYNTHASE GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS

Callose synthases synthesize the β-1,3-glucan (callose) that accu-

mulates at the sieve plates. Callose is usually deposited at

plasmodesmata and at sieve plates as a response to developmen-

tal cues and pathogen attack, with the aim of limiting spread

of the infection or reinforcing the cell wall (Nakashima et al.,

FIGURE 1 |Transmission electron micrographs of leaf tissues from

healthy grapevines. (A,B) P-protein (pp) is uniformly dispersed in the lumen

of most sieve elements (SE). (C,D) Sieve pores are surrounded by a thin

callose layer (C, arrows) or show callose collars that do not occlude their

lumen (D, arrows). In (A) and (B) bars correspond to 2 µm; in (C) and (D) bars

correspond to 0.5 µm.
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FIGURE 2 |Transmission electron micrographs of leaf tissues from

diseased grapevines. (A) Phytoplasmas are visible in the lumen of sieve

elements (arrows). Callose (c) is accumulated at the sieve plate (sp).

(B) Phloem parenchyma and companion cells show plasmalemma

detachment from the cell wall and condensed cytoplasm (arrows). Some

cells are necrotized (n). (C) Sieve-element (SE) walls appear increased in

thickness (arrows) and P-protein filaments (pp) are organized in dense plugs

(sp: sieve plate). (D,E) A big accumulation of callose (c) at the sieve plates

(sp), and occluding the sieve pores (E, arrows), is visible in infected samples.

Starch granules (D, st) are detectable in the companion cell (cc; SE, sieve

elements). (F) Groups of collapsed cells are present in the phloem of infected

grapevine leaves (arrows); at the top, a sieve plate (sp) is still recognizable.

In (A) and (E) bars correspond to 0.5 µm; in (B) bar corresponds to 5 µm.

In (C), (D), and (F) bars correspond to 1 µm.
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FIGURE 3 | Micrographs of leaf tissue from recovered grapevines.

(A,B) P-protein (pp) in condensed form is present in the sieve-element

(SE) lumen and also in association with callose collars around the sieve

pores (c). (C,D) P-protein filaments (pp) are localized in the proximity

of the sieve plate, and were likely passing through the sieve pores (arrows).

Note the thin callose layers (c) surrounding the sieve pores (arrows). In

(A), (B), and (C) bars correspond to 1 µm; in (D) bar corresponds

to 0.5 µm.

2003). The Arabidopsis genome contains 12 callose synthases

(CalS), also known as glucan synthase-like genes (GLS), which

are each expressed in a tissue- and developmental stage-specific

manner, as well as in response to different physiological and

environmental inducers (Verma and Hong, 2001). Among seven

genes encoding for callose synthases (called CAS in this work)

that were identified from the Grape Genome browser3 in the

Grape 12X genome Database, six were expressed in leaves of D,

R, and H plants, and only two were up-regulated in D leaves;

VvCAS2 (accession no. XM_002283262.2) and VvCAS7 (acces-

sion no. XM_002279310.2; Figure 4). The expression levels of

VvCAS2 and VvCAS7 were 9.9 and 5.5 MNE units, respectively,

in D leaves, whereas the levels were 3.8 and 1.2, respectively, in

H leaves. H and R samples did not show significant differences

in VvCAS2 and VvCAS7 transcript levels (Figure 4). VvCAS1

(accession no. XM_002271612.2) was the most highly expressed

in leaves, and was not even differentially modulated in response

3http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/externe/GenomeBrowser/Vitis/

to infection or after recovery, similar to the other expressed

CAS isogenes (accession numbers and primers are reported in

Table 1).

The CAS member of the family called CAS8-like (acces-

sion no. XM_002267920.2) showed a transcript level lower than

0.5% compared to the reference gene in all samples and is not

shown.

EXPRESSION ANALYSIS OF GENES FOR SUCROSE TRANSPORT AND

METABOLISM

Expression analysis of genes related to sucrose transport and

metabolism was performed in midrib-enriched, fully expanded

intact leaves of infected, recovered and healthy grapevines by real-

time RT-PCR (Figures 5 and 6). In grapevines, as in most plants,

sucrose is the carbohydrate for long distance transport, and glu-

cose and fructose are the major soluble sugars that accumulate in

sink organs like berries (Coombe, 1992). Accumulation of glu-

cose and fructose is mainly attributed to three families of proteins:

the sucrose transporters (Sauer, 2007), the acid (vacuolar or cell
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FIGURE 4 | Gene expression analysis of Vitis vinifera callose synthase

(CAS) genes. Mean expression (MNE) values from at least three individuals

for each plant group (H, D, R) plus standard errors are shown. Expression

levels of the genes of interest are normalized to ubiquitin (UBQ-L40

expression level = 100). Statistical comparisons were made using an

ANOVA Tukey–Kramer Multiple Comparisons Test to evaluate significant

differences. When indicated, different letters denote significant differences

(P < 0.05).

FIGURE 5 | Gene expression analysis of Vitis vinifera sucrose

transporter (SUC) genes. Mean expression (MNE) values from at least

three individuals for each plant group (H, D, R) plus standard errors are

shown. Expression levels of the genes of interest are normalized to

ubiquitin (UBQ-L40 expression level = 100). When indicated, different

letters denote significant differences (P < 0.05).

wall-associated) and neutral (cytosolic) invertases, and the SUSs

(Koch, 2004).

The expression of the three sucrose transporter genes (SUC27,

SUC11, and SUC12; Davies et al., 1999) investigated in the present

work (accession numbers and primers are reported in Table 1) was

confirmed as being decreased in D leaves, as already observed by

Santi et al. (2013). SUC12 was the most highly expressed trans-

porter in the H leaves, but was down-regulated more than twofold

in D samples, although the high variability among individuals

negatively affected the significance of the difference (Figure 5).

Our analysis was extended to the recovered plant leaves, where

SUC12 was more than fourfold (125.9 vs 28.4 MNE units) and

twofold (125.9 vs 59.2 MNE units) higher than in D and H

samples, respectively, due to it being highly affected during recov-

ery from the pathogen. The SUC12 gene belongs to the type

IIA cluster of sucrose transporters (Reinders et al., 2012), which

include the Arabidopsis SUT2/SUC3 gene. A role for SUC12 in

sucrose unloading into grapevine berry tissues was proposed by

Afoufa-Bastien et al. (2010). In accordance with this role, SUC12

was almost undetectable in phloem cells (including sieve ele-

ments, companion cells, and surrounding parenchyma cells) that

had been captured by laser microdissection from source leaves

of grapevine (Santi et al., 2013). Similarly, SUC11 expression was

shown to be 3.5-fold inhibited in D leaves (8.9 vs 32.9 MNE units)

compared to H leaves, while it was up-regulated in R leaves, where

the transcript level (49.3 MNE units) was more than fivefold higher

than in D leaves (Figure 5). The grapevine SUC11 belongs to the

type III group of low affinity sucrose transporters and its Ara-

bidopsis ortholog is ATSUC4 (Reinders et al., 2012). ATSUC4 is

localized at the tonoplast of Arabidopsis mesophyll cells (Endler

et al., 2006). SUC11 transcripts were found to be expressed at a

very low level in the phloem tissue of source leaves (Santi et al.,

2013). When analyzed in R leaves, the SUC27 gene also seemed

to be more induced (threefold) than in D leaves, although the

difference between R leaves, and D and H leaves was not signifi-

cant (Figure 5). The SUC27 gene belongs to the type I cluster of

sucrose transporters, including transporters necessary for loading

sucrose into the phloem, among which the Arabidopsis ATSUC2

is also grouped (Reinders et al., 2012). SUC27 is the only sucrose

transporter that is expressed in the phloem tissue of source leaves

of grapevine and was seen to be dramatically down-regulated in

the presence of stolbur (Santi et al., 2013). The phloem specificity

of SUC27 gene expression and thus the dilution of its transcripts

by functionally different tissues could explain why the differences

observed in the leaf samples were not significant. In conclusion,

the examined SUC genes confirmed an overall expression decrease

in stolbur-infected leaves, even if to a different extent, while they

were up-regulated during the recovery from BN compared to H

leaves.

Sucrose synthase has a dual role in directing carbon to polysac-

charide biosynthesis and in conserving energy throughout the

production of adenylated-glucose (Winter and Huber, 2000; Koch,

2004). Its cleavage activity produces fructose and both uridine

diphoshate-glucose (UDPG) and adenosine diphosphate-glucose

(ADPG); ADPG is necessary for starch biosynthesis, while UDPG
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FIGURE 6 | Gene expression analysis of Vitis vinifera sucrose synthase

(SUS) and cell wall invertase (cwINV) genes. Mean expression (MNE)

values from at least three individuals for each plant group (H, D, R) plus

standard errors are shown. Expression levels of the genes of interest are

normalized to ubiquitin (UBQ-L40 expression level = 100). When indicated,

different letters denote significant differences (P < 0.05).

is necessary for cell wall and glycoprotein biosynthesis (Baroja-

Fernández et al., 2012). UDPG is also used by callose synthase

(CAS) as a glucose donor to the growing polymer chain (Amor

et al., 1995). Among SUS isoforms (at least five in grapevine), four

were found to be expressed in leaves and thus were investigated by

real-time RT-PCR (accession numbers and primers are reported in

Table 1). Transcripts of a fifth SUS (accession no. XM_002271494)

were almost undetectable in leaves and are thus not shown.

Although expressed at different levels in H leaves (Figure 6), all

the examined SUS genes were significantly up-regulated in the

presence of the pathogen, as previously observed just for the

VvSUS4 gene (named VvSUS2-like in Santi et al., 2013). The anal-

ysis of leaves from plants recovered from infection showed the

expression of all the investigated SUS genes at the level of healthy

leaves. The most expressed SUS in H and R leaves was VvSUS2

(about 19 MNE units), which was 4.7-fold induced in D leaves.

This gene of the family (annotated as SUS2 with the accession

no. XM_002271860.1 in the NCBI database) shares 82 and 79%

identity (at the amino acid level) with ATSUS3 (AT4G02280.1)

and ATSUS2 (AT5G49190.1), respectively. In addition, VvSUS4

was investigated by real-time RT-PCR in leaves where it had

increased approximately ninefold in response to stolbur infec-

tion (60.8 vs 6.6 and 7.9 MNE units in H and R leaves). This

gene shares 82 and 81% identity at the level of amino acidic

sequence with Arabidopsis SUS4 (AT3G43190.1) and SUS3, respec-

tively (Bieniawska et al., 2007), and was found to be highly affected

by stolbur alongside the SUC27 transporter in phloem cells (Santi

et al., 2013). Two other SUS genes were examined, VvSUS5 and

VvSUS6; although barely expressed in H and R leaves, they were

both significantly up-regulated in D leaves like the other SUS

genes.

Accumulation of glucose and fructose in grapevine is mainly

attributed to the cleavage activity of invertases (Davies and Robin-

son, 1996). The acid soluble vacuolar invertases GIN1 and GIN2

(Davies and Robinson, 1996) were investigated. In our experi-

ment GIN1 and GIN2 were expressed at a very low level (on

average around 0.3 MNE units) both in H and R leaves, and

only for GIN2 was it possible to detect an up-regulation of the

gene in D conditions (data not shown). Low expression of GIN

genes depends on the fact that their transcripts decline during leaf

development (Davies and Robinson, 1996) and in our experiments

could reflect the use of mature leaves. Therefore, our attention was

focused on the expression of the acid cell wall invertase VvcwINV

(accession no. AY538262.1). We found that the expression of

VvcwINV was more than ninefold and fourfold induced in stolbur-

infected leaves and recovered leaves, respectively, in comparison

with healthy leaves (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

The phloem is the transmission route for photoassimilates in

plants, but it is also a preferred destination for plant pathogens

because it is a pathway for their movement and spread inside the

host.

Phytoplasmas are phloem-restricted pathogens: knowledge

about their ability to interact with sieve elements is essential for

understanding the relationships with the whole host plant dur-

ing both the symptomatic and the following “recovery” phases.

Given that “recovery” is a natural, spontaneous event, and not

reproducible artificially, an explanation of the phenomenon is not

simple. However, this phenomenon is pivotal to counteracting

phytoplasmas because there are no effective treatments available.

This study confirmed that recovered plants are not colonized

by phytoplasmas in the canopy, as already reported in literature

(Carraro et al., 2004; Musetti et al., 2007), therefore, regarding

the epidemiological and practical aspects, recovered individuals

exhibit a performance similar to healthy, never infected plants

(Osler et al., 2000).

For the first time we have investigated and reported modifi-

cations occurring in the sieve elements of grapevine during BN

infection and“recovery.”An integrated approach has been adopted

through the combined use of ultrastructural and gene expression

analyses of leaf tissues.

Ultrastructural observation of phloem tissues is problematic,

because the excision of the samples for electron microscope prepa-

ration provokes artifacts due to the immediate wounding response

in the sieve elements. To minimize this risk, a gentle method for
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sample preparation was used, as described by Ehlers et al. (2000).

The method allowed us to compare the ultrastructure of the sieve

elements and the sieve plates in H, D, and R grapevine leaf tis-

sues and observing differences that are mostly related to callose

deposition.

Interestingly, the ultrastructural characteristics found in the

sieve elements of R plants were not different from those observed

in the H plants, apart from callose.

Callose accumulation is one of the major ultrastructural char-

acteristics of sieve elements of D grapevines. Also, in the case

of BN-infected grapevines, phytoplasma-induced callose could

be responsible for sieve-tube occlusion and mass flow impair-

ment (linked to the expression of typical BN disease symp-

toms) as recently demonstrated in a different plant/phytoplasma

interaction (Musetti et al., 2013).

Callose depositions in sieve elements of R plants appeared

thicker than those observed in H grapevines and, only in some

sporadic cases, they occluded the pores of the sieve plates. It

seems that these ultrastructural characteristics are compatible

with the correct physiology of R plants that are asymptomatic

and look identical to H plants. It has been demonstrated that

callose deposition in the phloem is not only associated with

responses to wounding or to pathogen spread but also that it

takes part in the normal processes of phloem maturation in

intact plants, influencing the length of the sieve-plate pores

and determining the flow characteristics (Barratt et al., 2011;

Xie et al., 2011).

Ultrastructural observations about callose deposition in

grapevine are in accordance with the results obtained from the

gene expression analyses, demonstrating that at least two differ-

ent isoforms of callose synthase genes are triggered in grapevine

during phytoplasma infection and that they return to a lower

level (not different from the H plants) during the “recovery”

phase.

Most genes encoding CAS, identified in several plant species, are

members of multigene families (Verma and Hong, 2001). Multiple

CAS genes may have evolved in higher plants for callose synthesis

at different locations and in response to different physiological and

developmental signals (Chen and Kim, 2009). Six CAS genes were

expressed in the leaves of H, D, and R grapevines. One of these,

VvCAS7, which is an ortholog of the Arabidopsis CalS7 that is

responsible for callose deposition in the phloem (Xie et al., 2011),

was significantly up-regulated in D leaf tissues compared to H and

R plants, in accordance with observations by TEM. The second

up-regulated gene in D grapevines was VvCAS2, which is induced

when its expression is examined in the whole leaf (as previously

reported by Hren et al., 2009a) but not affected by stolbur in the

phloem (Santi et al., 2013).

Our results suggested that at least two CAS genes could be

coordinately expressed with SUS genes, which were up-regulated

in D leaves but showed a similar expression level in R and H

leaves. As the synthesis of callose requires several steps, and hence

a single peptide may not be able to perform all the necessary

functions, the existence of a callose synthase complex has been

suggested (Verma and Hong, 2001). It has been demonstrated

that the callose synthase complex has a transmembrane domain

and hydrophilic loop interacting with different proteins, related to

sucrose synthesis and metabolism, among which SUS is included

(Verma and Hong, 2001). The function of some of these pro-

teins may be involved in controlling CAS activity, particularly in

response to biotic/abiotic signals (Verma and Hong, 2001). At con-

firmation of the link between CAS and SUS, Barratt et al. (2009)

reported that callose at the sieve plates is reduced significantly

in Arabidopsis double mutants for the phloem-specific SUS5 and

SUS6.

CASs are membrane-associated enzymes (Chen and Kim,

2009). Like several plant membrane-associated polysaccharide

synthases (among which cellulose synthase, callose synthase,

xyloglucan glucan synthase and multiple related glycan synthases)

the CASs have the topological requirements to couple synthesis

with the transport of callose into the extracellular matrix and

thus are included in the group of dual-function cell wall glycan

synthases (Davis, 2012).

The anomalous deposition of callose in the infected phloem

tissue and the altered modulation of two callose synthase genes

were only a part of the large modifications at the transcriptional

level observed for sucrose transport and metabolism of the leaf.

Accumulations of soluble carbohydrates and starch in source

leaves, complemented by a decrease of sugar levels in sink organs,

have been reported for periwinkle, tobacco, and coconut palm

infected by phytoplasmas (Lepka et al., 1999; Maust et al., 2003).

We previously demonstrated that, analogously to other obligate

biotrophs that need to acquire most nutrients from the host

plant, the stolbur phytoplasma induces the establishment of a

carbohydrate sink in the phloem of the leaf, thus altering the nor-

mal pattern of sugar partitioning of a source leaf (Santi et al.,

2013). In fact, in laser-microdissected phloem tissue of stolbur-

infected leaves, we observed a dramatic decrease of expression

of SUC27, the grapevine transporter mediating sucrose apoplas-

mic loading into the phloem, and a huge up-regulation of a

SUS gene (VvSUS4, Santi et al., 2013). A co-regulation of both

sucrose transport and cleavage would be advantageous for the

pathogen as both responses are crucial to access hexoses, which

could be the only usable carbon source (Christensen et al., 2005).

In the present work we analyzed the expression of the SUC genes

together with four SUS genes and the cell wall invertase gene,

cwINV, in midrib-enriched leaves of D and H plants, extending

our investigation to leaves of plants recovered from the dis-

ease. Even though they changed to a different extent, all the

SUC genes were down-regulated in D leaves as expected, con-

firming that the stolbur-induced establishment of a carbohydrate

sink in the phloem alters sucrose partitioning in tissues distal

to the infection site. A role for SUC11 and SUC12 in sucrose

accumulation in the vacuole and in sucrose unloading into sink

tissues (berry), respectively, has been suggested by Afoufa-Bastien

et al. (2010). In accordance the above finding, all the exam-

ined SUS genes together with cwINV were up-regulated in D

leaves.

Sucrose synthase utilizes sucrose to produce fructose and nucle-

oside diphosphate-glucose (mainly UDPG and ADPG; Winter and

Huber, 2000) and thus has a role in producing metabolic sub-

strates, in conserving energy in the form of adenylated-glucose,

and in initiating sugar signaling (Koch, 2004). SUS is encoded

by a small family of genes that are divergent and differently
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expressed. The Arabidopsis genome contains six SUS genes whose

exact function remains unknown because most mutants show

few observable effects (Bieniawska et al., 2007). Four grapevine

genes were found expressed in leaves, although at a different level,

and all were up-regulated in the presence of the phytoplasma

confirming the pivotal role of this gene family in both carbo-

hydrate partitioning and plant–pathogen interactions. SUS is also

believed to play a major role in both starch and cellulose biosyn-

thesis (Baroja-Fernández et al., 2012). The UDPG produced by a

membrane-associated form of SUS is thought to be used directly

as a substrate for cellulose synthase in the rosette complex where

SUS is an integral component (Amor et al., 1995; Fujii et al., 2010).

As discussed above, UDPG is also used as a glucose donor to the

growing polymer chain by callose synthases, similar to cellulose

synthases.

Cell wall invertase (cwINV), a sucrose-splitting enzyme that

produces hexoses, is a sink-specific enzyme, normally found

in various kinds of carbohydrate consuming tissues, and its

activity is usually low in source leaves. Extracellular invertases

are important for apoplastic phloem unloading and are key

enzymes in determining sink strength (Roitsch and Gonzàlez,

2004). The inhibition of phloem loading and the induction of

SUS genes that were observed in stolbur-infected leaves were

expected to be accompanied by elevated cwINV activity, as

already observed in Arabidopsis (Fotopoulos et al., 2003; Chan-

dran et al., 2010), wheat (Sutton et al., 2007), and grapevine leaves

(Hayes et al., 2010) when infected by biotrophic fungi. In the

case of grapevine, VvcwINV was highly induced in coordina-

tion with the hexose transporter, VvHT5, by powdery and downy

mildew infection. Interestingly, this response, which was also

observed with abiotic stress (such as wounding), mirrored the

response observed when leaves were treated with ABA (abscisic

acid), suggesting the concept that the transition from source

to sink following the induction of cwINV and HT genes is

part of a general ABA-mediated stress response (Hayes et al.,

2010). It is well established that cwINVs are transcriptionally

regulated by hexoses (Roitsch and Gonzàlez, 2004), but inter-

estingly, both ABA-responsive (ABRE) and hexose-responsive

(SURE) elements were identified in the promoter of VvcwINV

(Hayes et al., 2010). It is likely that a coordinated interaction

of sugar and hormonal pathways in plants leads to effective

immune responses (Bolouri-Moghaddam and Van den Ende,

2012).

It is known that plant cell wall invertases have a pivotal

role in plant defense (Roitsch and Gonzàlez, 2004; Berger et al.,

2007). Genes encoding cwINV are induced by elicitors in differ-

ent plant species (Roitsch et al., 2003). Several lines of evidence

suggest that plants establish high hexose levels in response to

invading pathogens, which in turn support defense responses

of the host. Indeed, RNA interference knockdown of cwINV in

tobacco leaves inhibited defense responses such as callose depo-

sition, induction of pathogenesis-related proteins, and hydrogen

peroxide-mediated cell death against the biotrophic oomycete Phy-

tophthora nicotianae (Essmann et al., 2008). Within sugar pools,

the cellular sucrose:hexose ratio is emerging as an important

parameter determining cellular responses (Bolouri-Moghaddam

and Van den Ende, 2012).

Regarding the“recovery”phenomenon, we analyzed the expres-

sion of the SUC genes together with four SUS genes and the cell

wall invertase gene, cwINV, in leaves of plants recovered from

the disease. When analyzed in R leaves, the expression of SUC

transporters was higher than in leaves of D plants. Similarly,

the gene encoding for the cell wall invertase was up-regulated

both in D and R samples. On the other hand, the expres-

sion of all the SUS genes was found to be at the same level

as leaves from H plants. This finding seems to suggest a direct

relationship between phytoplasma and, in particular, SUSs that

restore the level of expression of H plants when the pathogen

disappears.

Recovered plants seem to fully establish the carbohydrate source

function of leaves; moreover, recovered plants seem to acquire

increased transport ability and defense signaling. This finding

seems to be confirmed by the performance of field growing plants

that become resistant to new attaches when recovered from phy-

toplasma diseases (Osler et al., 2000). Sugars such as glucose,

fructose, and sucrose are recognized as signaling molecules in

plants, in addition to their roles as carbon and energy sources

(Koch, 2004; Rolland et al., 2006). Sucrose specifically stimu-

lates the accumulation of anthocyanins (Solfanelli et al., 2006),

which can act as antimicrobial agents in the plant defense sys-

tem against pathogen invasion (Winkel-Shirley, 2001). Sugar

signals, in particular a high sucrose:hexose ratio, may con-

tribute to immune responses and probably function as priming

molecules for more rapid and robust activation of defense to

biotic or abiotic stress (Bolouri-Moghaddam and Van den Ende,

2012).

Stolbur is not detected in leaves of recovered grapevines,

which is similar to observations in the crown of apple trees

recovered from the phytoplasma-associated-Apple Proliferation

disease (Osler et al., 2000; Carraro et al., 2004). For this rea-

son, the signal triggering the up-regulation of sucrose trans-

port and apoplastic cleavage must originate from organs distal

from the leaves. Whereas the pathogen has been detected in

roots of recovered apple trees (Carraro et al., 2004), to date

no data are available for grapevine roots, probably because

the stolbur titer is very low and diagnostic tools are still

not sensitive enough. Concerning the features of the signal

molecule, it is noteworthy that sugar production and use can

be controlled in part at the transcriptional level by sugars

themselves.

CONCLUSION

Phytoplasmas interfere with plant processes, leading to severe

changes in plant development and physiology, but to date the bio-

chemical and molecular interactions between phytoplasmas and

their hosts remain largely unexplored. “Recovery” from the disease

is often observed, but the molecular basis is almost completely

unknown as well.

The present work has unveiled structural and physiological

modifications occurring in the grapevine leaf phloem, which

is the site where phytoplasmas live, multiply and spread. Our

findings have demonstrated that phloem is severely affected by

phytoplasma infection. Callose accumulates anomalously in the

infected sieve elements, but its deposition is only a part of the large
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number of modifications at the transcriptional level observed for

sucrose transport and metabolism in the whole leaf. The decreased

sucrose transport observed at the transcriptional level, as well

as the increased sucrose cleavage mediated by cell wall invertase

and SUS, confirm the establishment of a stolbur-induced car-

bohydrate sink in the leaves. Plants that have recovered from

the disease seem to fully restore the carbohydrate source func-

tion of leaves and acquire increased transport ability and defense

signaling.
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Laser microdissection of grapevine leaf phloem infected
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to sucrose transport and metabolismpce_2577 343..355
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ABSTRACT

Bois Noir is an emergent disease of grapevine that has been

associated to a phytoplasma belonging to the XII-A stolbur

group. In plants, phytoplasmas have been found mainly in

phloem sieve elements, from where they spread moving

through the pores of plates, accumulating especially in

source leaves. To examine the expression of grapevine

genes involved in sucrose transport and metabolism,

phloem tissue, including sieve element/companion cell com-

plexes and some parenchyma cells, was isolated from

healthy and infected leaves by means of laser microdissec-

tion pressure catapulting (LMPC). Site-specific expression

analysis dramatically increased sensitivity, allowing us to

identify specific process components almost completely

masked in whole-leaf analysis. Our findings showed

decreased phloem loading through inhibition of sucrose

transport and increased sucrose cleavage activity, which are

metabolic changes strongly suggesting the establishment of

a phytoplasma-induced switch from carbohydrate source to

sink. The analysis focused at the infection site also showed

a differential regulation and specificity of two pathogenesis-

related thaumatin-like genes (TL4 and TL5) of the PR-5

family.

Key-words: Bois Noir phytoplasma; gene expression;

phloem cells; sucrose metabolism.

INTRODUCTION

Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is seriously affected by phyto-

plasma diseases in several regions of the Mediterranean

area. Bois Noir (BN), similar to Flavescence dorée (FD),

causes symptoms such as abnormal lignification of canes,

short internodes, flower abortion, curling and discoloration

of leaves with inter-vein yellowing or reddening, which are

accompanied by a dramatic reduction in yield (Osler et al.

1993).These symptoms have been related to stoma closure,

reduced photosynthesis rate and anomalous accumulation

of carbohydrates in leaves of grapevine, tobacco, periwinkle

and coconut palm (Lepka et al. 1999; Bertamini et al. 2002;

Maust et al. 2003). BN is often endemic, but, in some cases,

can be associated with severe epidemics, as reported in

several Italian regions in the past 15 years (Belli, Bianco &

Conti 2010).

The BN disease has been associated to the presence of

phytoplasmas of the stolbur group 16SrXII. On the basis of

16S rRNA gene sequence analysis, the agent has been iden-

tified as a phytoplasma belonging to the stolbur subgroup

16SrXII-A and is called ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma solani’

(Ca. P. solani), but still not described (Firrao, Gibb & Ster-

eten 2005). Phytoplasmas remain as the most poorly char-

acterized plant pathogens, primarily because efforts at in

vitro culture, gene delivery and mutagenesis have been

unsuccessful. They are cell-wall-less pleomorphic bacteria

belonging to the class Mollicutes and are obligate parasites

replicating intracellularly in their insect (belonging to the

order Hemiptera) and plant hosts (Hogenhout et al. 2008).

Sequencing of the genome of two ‘Ca. Phytoplasma asteris’

strains (Oshima et al. 2004), ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (Tran-

Nguyen et al. 2008) and ‘Ca. P. mali’ (Kube et al. 2008), has

highlighted how these microorganisms must assimilate a

wide range of molecules from the host cells as they come

from a reductive evolution resulting in the lack of most of

the common metabolic pathways. In particular, phytoplas-

mas lack the pentose phosphate cycle and ATP-synthase

subunits; thus, ATP synthesis is thought to be strongly

dependent on glycolysis (Oshima et al. 2004). On the basis

of the known phytoplasma genomes, the pathogen could

depend on the uptake of phosphorylated hexoses for its

carbon sources (Christensen et al. 2005). Recently, their

ability to interfere with the host plant metabolism through

the secretion of small effector proteins has been discovered

(Bai et al. 2009; Hoshi et al. 2009).

In plants, phytoplasmas have been found mainly in

phloem elements, including both mature (without nuclei)

and immature (with nuclei) sieve elements. Phytoplasmas

spread throughout the plant phloem, moving through the

pores of sieve plates and accumulate especially in source

leaves, and, to a lesser extent, in petioles and stems, whereas

a few or non-detectable amounts have been revealed in sink

organs such as roots and young leaves (Christensen et al.

2004).

Despite its severe affection of grapevine, the molecular

aspects of BN are still poorly understood. Molecular

methods are currently used for diagnostics or phylogeneticCorrespondence: S. Santi. E-mail: simonetta.santi@uniud.it
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analysis; however, molecular interactions between the

pathogen and the plant host are still largely unclear. Global

transcription profiles have recently been obtained from

grapevine leaves infected with BN by hybridization of

microarrays (Albertazzi et al. 2009; Hren et al. 2009). More-

over, interaction of FD phytoplasma with grapevine has

been studied by monitoring the effects of infection on the

protein profile (Margaria & Palmano 2011). These studies

revealed that phytoplasma infection in grapevine can alter

the expression of more than 100 genes and 30 proteins

belonging to both primary and secondary metabolism. An

overall decrease in transcript abundance was observed,

together with a shift from housekeeping to defence

metabolism genes. Photosynthesis I system and the whole

photosynthetic chain were found to be inhibited at the tran-

scriptional level, as well as Calvin cycle, carbohydrate

and lipid metabolism. Inhibition of several Calvin-cycle

enzymes was explained by the accumulation of soluble car-

bohydrates and starch observed in source leaves of plants

infected by phytoplasmas (Lepka et al. 1999; Maust et al.

2003;André et al. 2005). On the other hand, genes encoding

enzymes involved in hexoses production from sucrose and

starch, such as vacuolar invertase, sucrose synthase and

alpha amylase, were up-regulated, suggesting some affec-

tion of sucrose metabolism (Albertazzi et al. 2009; Hren

et al. 2009).Transcript level of a significant number of genes

related to wall metabolism, stress response and defence was

also shown to be changed in infected grapevine (Albertazzi

et al. 2009; Hren et al. 2009). Plant active defence systems

include the expression of pathogenesis-related (PR) pro-

teins. Several PR-protein genes are up-regulated in infected

leaves. In particular, genes encoding for thaumatin-like pro-

teins belonging to the PR-5 group were found to be signifi-

cantly induced in BN- and FD-infected leaves (Albertazzi

et al. 2009; Hren et al. 2009; Margaria & Palmano 2011).

Despite the fact that phytoplasmas have been seen as

almost exclusively restricted to the network of sieve tubes

of infected leaves, all the work done to date to elucidate the

interaction between plant and pathogen has been carried

out on whole leaf or on midrib-enriched tissue. Information

about a co-ordinated expression of the genes specifically

involved in plant–pathogen interaction in phloem cells is

lacking, while a single-cell approach could enhance sensi-

tivity in detecting responses localized at the infection site

and reduce complexity associated with the expression of

distal tissues.The aim of the present work was to optimize a

tissue-specific approach to analyse gene expression in the

leaf phloem of infected and healthy grapevine plants. In

particular, our analysis focused on some genes of sucrose

transport and metabolism. Functional analysis was permit-

ted by the isolation of phloem parenchyma cells and

companion cell-sieve element complexes from paraffin-

embedded leaf sections by laser microdissection (LM).This

technique allows cell-specific resolution of gene expression,

which is critical for the analysis of responses that are

restricted to a particular tissue or cell. LM has mainly been

applied in combination with RT-PCR and microarray tech-

nologies (for a review, see Kerk et al. 2003; Nelson et al.

2006; Day, McNoe & Macknight 2007), and rarely with

protein and metabolite profiling (Shad et al. 2005a,b). LM

has already been chosen to isolate cells from complex tissue

samples such as phloem (Nakazono et al. 2003; Deeken

et al. 2008). It has also been used to characterize the

response of plants grown in different environmental condi-

tions (Santi & Schmidt 2008) or under a pathogen attack. In

this last case, transcriptomic events were investigated in

nematode-induced giant cells of soybean, tomato or Arabi-

dopsis (Klink et al. 2007; Fosu-Nyarko, Jones &Wang 2009;

Barcala et al. 2010), in maize stalk infected by the fungus

Colletotrichum graminicola (Tang et al. 2006) and in

powdery mildew-infected epidermal cells of Arabidopsis

(Chandran et al. 2010). In all cases, particular attention was

paid to optimize the protocol of preparation of the tissue to

be studied. We optimized methods of tissue preparation,

RNA isolation and RNA amplification from grapevine leaf

phloem. Nanogram quantities of total RNA extracted from

laser-microdissected tissues were amplified and reverse-

transcribed into cDNA and used in RT-PCR expression

analyses. This allowed us to explore how host gene expres-

sion is altered at the site of infection, particularly focusing

on sucrose transporters, vacuolar invertase and sucrose syn-

thase, and defence genes encoding callose synthase (CAS)

and thaumatin-like proteins of the PR-5 group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material

Plants of Vitis vinifera L. Chardonnay grafted on SO4 root-

stock were examined. Field-grown plants were located in a

vineyard near Gorizia, in north-eastern Italy. Plants were

regularly treated with fungicides. BN symptoms were moni-

tored during summer 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, allowing

several healthy (never symptomatic), diseased (symptom-

atic) and recovered plants (i.e. previously diseased plants

that were symptom-free and negative to molecular diagno-

sis) to be identified. About five fully expanded, not

damaged, leaves were collected from at least five healthy

and diseased plants at the end of August in 2010, when

symptoms were particularly evident. Leaves were collected

from symptomatic canes of infected plants and in similarly

positioned canes of nearby healthy plants.

RNA isolation

About 1 g of leaf tissue enriched in rids was homogenized

by mortar and liquid nitrogen and RNA extracted with the

RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH,Hilden,Germany),

with minor modifications to the manufacturer’s instructions

(MacKenzie et al. 1997). Briefly, 90–100 mg of powder was

homogenized with 1 mL of lysis buffer (RLT buffer of the

Kit, containing guanidine isothiocyanate) added with 2.5%

(w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone-40 (PVP-40) and 1% (v/v)

b-mercaptoethanol (b-ME). After vortexing for 30 s, the

homogenate was mixed with 1/10 vol of 20% (v/v)

N-lauroylsarcosine (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO,

344 S. Santi et al.
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USA) and then incubated at 70 °C for 10 min.After a cen-

trifugation at 3000 g for 5 min, approximately 600 mL of the

supernatant was transferred to a QIAshredder column

(supplied with the Qiagen Kit), and then extraction was

performed according to the instructions. Nucleic acid quan-

tity and integrity were evaluated by using a NanoDrop

ND-1000 UV-visible spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Inc.,Waltham, MA, USA).

Bois Noir phytoplasma detection

A rapid protocol for detecting the BN phytoplasma was

optimized using one-step real-time RT-PCR. About 10 ng

of total RNA purified from leaf tissue was added to a final

volume reaction of 10 mL provided by the EXPRESS

One-Step SYBR GreenERTM Kit (Life Technologies Ltd,

Paisley, UK). Primers were designed on the 16S rRNA gene

of Ca. P. solani (accession no. AF248959) and were

16Sstol(RT)F2 (5′-AGGGTAGCTAAAGCGTAAGC-3′)

and 16Sstol(RT)R3 (5′-CATCAACCCTACCTTAGACG-

3′) (Martini et al., unpublished results). PCR was performed

in a CFX96 real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad

Laboratories Co., Hercules, CA, USA). The following stan-

dard thermal profile was used: 55 °C for 5 min, 95 °C for

2 min, 45 cycles at 95 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 1 min, fol-

lowed by a melting curve analysis 60–95 °C.The presence of

contaminating genomic DNA was checked in reaction

without reverse transcriptase.Moreover, one-step real-time

RT-PCR was carried out to detect transcripts of the DNAK

gene of Ca. P. solani (accession no. AJ970678.1); primers

were DNAKF (5′-AGACAAATGGCGATGCAA-3′) and

DNAKR1 (5′-TGGTACTAAACAACGGTCAACTAAA-

3′). Primers were designed by the Primer3 program (Rozen

& Skaletsky 2000). Specificity of primers was ensured

through sequence alignment by the BLASTN algorithm

(Altschul et al. 1997) and experimentally by analysis of the

melting curves of the products.

Molecular diagnosis by one-step RT-PCR was also per-

formed on 1 mL of RNA extracted both from scraped whole

tissue sections and from laser-microdissected cells.

Laser microdissection

Material was collected from healthy and infected plants.

Five symptomatic leaves from each plant were cut in 4- to

5-mm-wide and 2- to 3-mm-long pieces, including vein and

part of the blade. Specimens were cut in ice-cold 100%

acetone and then fixed in fresh acetone overnight at 4 °C.

Before fixing, vacuumwas applied three times for 1 min and

then released. Fixative was exchanged for a mixture of

acetone : xylene (1:1) at room temperature (RT) for 60 min,

and then replaced with acetone : xylene (1:3) for 60 min

and 60 min twice with 100% (v/v) xylene. Specimens were

then transferred into plastic cassettes and infiltrated with

xylene : Paraplast Plus [1:1 (v/v)] (Mc Cormick Scientific,

St. Louis, MO,USA) at 59 °C for 60 min.The xylene : Para-

plast mixture was replaced with pure Paraplast three times

at intervals of 60 min. Fixed specimens were embedded in

Paraplast Plus. Blocks were first cooled to RT and then

placed at 4 °C for easy unmoulding. The blocks were kept

in plastic bags at 4 °C. Twelve-micrometre-thick slices

were sectioned on a rotary microtome (Leica, Bensheim,

Germany). Sections were stretched at 42 °C for a few

seconds on a drop of diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-

water directly delivered on the polyethylene naphthalate

(PEN)-covered glass slides (PALM Carl Zeiss GmbH,

Munchen, Germany) and then dried at 42 °C for not

more than 30 min. Slides were stored under vacuum

in a desiccator at RT. Sections were de-paraffinized twice

for 5 min each in xylene and then air-dried just before

microdissection.

In order to verify the amount and integrity of RNA prior

to LMPC, and also to check for the presence of stolbur (by

one-step RT-PCR, as described above), whole tissue sec-

tions were scraped off the microscope slide into a tube for

RNA extraction. Laser microdissection pressure catapult-

ing (LMPC) was used for the isolation of phloem. The

de-paraffinized sections were microdissected with a PALM

Laser-Microbeam System (PALMMicrolaser Technologies,

Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH). Phloem areas from

leaves were cut and catapulted in 0.2 mL tubes with

adhesive cap (PALM Carl Zeiss). Phloem areas of about

2 ¥ 106 mm2 from sections of each plant sample were

collected in four tubes.

RNA extraction and amplification from

LMPC-captured cells

RNA was extracted from cells using the Absolutely RNA

Nanoprep Kit (Stratagene,Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa

Clara, CA,USA) with minor changes to the manufacturer’s

instructions.Briefly, 30 mL of lysis buffer supplemented with

2.5% (w/v) PVP-40 and 0.7% (v/v) b-ME was applied to

laser-captured cells collected on the adhesive cap of a

microcentrifuge tube. After inverting and vortexing, the

tube was stored at -80 °C. Cells were subsequently pooled

and lysis buffer adjusted to 150 mL, then added with 1/10 vol

of 20% (v/v) N-lauroylsarcosine and incubated at 70 °C for

5 min.After vortexing and centrifuging at 6000 g for 5 min,

an equal volume of 80% (v/v) sulfolane (Sigma-Aldrich

Co.) was added to the supernatant. This mixture was trans-

ferred to the RNA-binding column, and then filter washing

was performed. RNA was eluted in 14 mL of RNase-free

water heated to 60 °C. For the sections scraped from slides,

200 mL of lysis buffer was used, and subsequent steps were

carried out as described for laser-microdissected cells.

RNA amplification was performed using the Mes-

sageAmp II aRNA Amplification Kit (Ambion, Life

Technologies Co., Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, first-strand cDNA syn-

thesis was performed with an oligo(dT) primer containing a

T7 promoter sequence. One microlitre of T7 oligo(dT)

primer was added to a maximum of 10 mL of RNA in a

12 mL total volume and heated to 70 °C for 5 min.

After cooling on ice, 8 mL of the complete first-strand syn-

thesis mix was added, and a 120 min incubation period at
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42 °C and subsequent cooling to 4 °C was carried out.

Second-strand synthesis was started with the addition of

80 mL of second-strand mix containing both DNA poly-

merase and RNase H.The reaction was performed at 16 °C

for 120 min.The cDNAwas purified according to the manu-

facturer’s instructions and eluted with 20 mL of DNA

elution buffer. For in vitro transcription, 16 mL of double-

stranded cDNA was used in a 40 mL total volume reaction

containing the T7 RNA polymerase, incubated at 37 °C

for 14 h. The amplified RNA (aRNA) was purified with

the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen; http://www.qiagen.com/)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions and eluted

with 14 mL of RNase-free water. A maximum amount of

24 ng of aRNA was obtained from the amplification of 8 mL

of eluted total RNA. Nucleic acid quantity and integrity

were evaluated using an RNA 6000 Pico Assay kit on the

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies).

Real-time RT-PCR

For gene expression analyses in grapevine leaves, about

0.5 mg of total DNase-treated RNAwas reverse-transcribed

using Superscript® III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen,

Life Technologies Co., Carlsbad, CA, USA) and random

hexamers in a total volume of 20 mL. For the expression

analysis by real-time RT-PCR, the cDNA synthesis reaction

mixture was diluted and about 10 ng of the initial RNA was

used for PCR. Real-time RT-PCR was performed using

the RealMasterMix SYBR ROX (5Prime, Eppendorf,

Hamburg, Germany) in a 25 mL total volume. A CFX96

real-time PCR system (Bio-Rad Laboratories Co.) was

used, imposing the following standard thermal profile:

5 min at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 20 s at

56–60 °C and 30 s at 68 °C. In addition, a melting curve

analysis at 65–95 °C was performed,which resulted in single

product-specific melting temperatures. To enable detection

of contaminating genomic DNA, PCR was performed with

RNA as template. Gene-specific primer couples had

previously been evaluated using the BLASTN algorithm

(Altschul et al. 1997) and in standard calibration curves.

Five-point standard curves of different dilutions of pooled

cDNA were used for PCR efficiency calculation of each

primer pair. The efficiency (E) was calculated as described

by Pfaffl (2001). Primers and E are indicated in Table 1. A

mean normalized expression (MNE) for each target gene

(Muller et al. 2002) was calculated, normalizing the mean

expression level to the level of ubiquitin, and imposing

transcript abundance of ubiquitin (UBQ1) = 100 arbitrary

units. Mean normalized gene expression values were

graphed, assigning a value of zero to no expression. Each

data point represents the mean of at least three biological

replicates and three technical replicates.

For gene expression analysis in LMPC-collected cells,

8 mL of aRNA was reverse-transcribed using random hex-

amers and the Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invit-

rogen, Life Technologies Co.) in a total volume of 20 mL.

Real-time RT-PCR was performed using the conditions

described above, after diluting the cDNA to 1:10.

RESULTS

Phytoplasma detection

Leaf samples were analysed for the presence of BN phyto-

plasma by one-step real-time RT-PCR. Starting from 10 ng

of total RNA, stolbur 16SrRNA transcripts were detected in

symptomatic samples at an average Cq value (6SE) of

18.66 0.9, while no amplicon of the 16SrRNA gene but

unspecific products, as deduced by their melting curve and

gel electrophoresis analysis, were obtained in healthy

samples. The presence of phytoplasma was further con-

firmed by analysing transcripts of the stolbur DNAK gene,

Table 1. Primer characteristics for
real-time RT-PCRGene name Accession No. Primer sequence (5′–3′) nM E

VvUBQ1 XM_002273532.1 For: CCAAGATCCAGGACAAGGAA 300 2.05

Rev: GAAGCCTCAGAACCAGATGC

VvUBQCF CF203557.1 For: CTATATGCTCGCTGCTGACG 300 2.05

Rev: AAGCCAGGCAGAGACAACTC

VvSUC11 AF021808.1 For: ATGGAGAAGCTCTGCAGGAA 300 1.93

Rev: TCAGTGCAGCAATCACAACA

VvSUC12 AF021809.1 For: CGGATTGGATGGGTAGAGAA 500 1.91

Rev: AGCAAACCAAATGCACCTTC

VvSUC27 AF021810.1 For: CTCTTCGACACCGATTGGAT 300 1.97

Rev: CAACCCCAGAACCACAGAGT

VvGIN2 XM_002272733.1 For: ACGAATTTTTGGGAGCACAG 500 2.05

Rev: GATGCATGTCCTTCCACCTT

VvCAS2 CBI16456.3 For: TTCACCCCAGTTGCATTTCT 300 2.05

Rev: CCGATCCTTCCTATGACCAC

VvTLP5 XM_002283046.1 For: CTAGGGTGCTTTTGAGTCCA 300 2.04

Rev: CGTAGAAAAGTTGTTGCATGAG

VvTLP4 XM_002282957.1 For: CACTGTTTTCAGGACCGATG 300 1.99

Rev: GGGCATGTAAAGGTGCTTGT

VvSUS2-like XM_002275119.1 For: GCTGGCTCAATCAGTTCCTC 500 1.97

Rev: CCAAGCCTCAAACAATGACA
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which encodes for a chaperonin and has been shown to be

constitutively expressed in Ca. P. asteris (Bai et al. 2009).

DNAK gene was detected in the positive samples at an

average Cq value of 28.06 0.9. Molecular diagnosis con-

firmed the presence of stolbur in 98% of leaf samples col-

lected from plants classified as symptomatic in the field,

while unspecific amplification products were found in

healthy plant samples by using both 16SrRNA and DNAK

gene primers.

LM of phloem from grapevine leaves

The LMPC technique was applied to grapevine leaf phloem

to allow for a tissue-specific expression analysis of the host

genes associated to stolbur infection. The presence of

stolbur was checked further in the same LMPC cells. To

prepare tissue for LMPC, cold acetone was used to fix

grapevine leaf tissues, followed by paraffin embedding.

Other fixatives containing ethanol and acetic acid (Kerk

et al. 2003;Deeken et al. 2008) yielded less total RNA,which

was poorer in quality than acetone-fixed samples (not

shown). Groups of cells including companion cell-sieve

element complexes and parenchyma cells were collected

from 12 mm sections of infected and healthy leaves (Fig. 1a–

f). The auto-fluorescence of lignin deposits displayed the

vascular system and xylematic vessels in particular, there-

fore helping in the identification of the adjacent phloem

areas (Fig. 1a). In order to avoid a stochastic behaviour for

low abundance messages, areas of about 2 ¥ 106 mm2 were

collected from each plant sample.The maximum total RNA

yield was about 3.5 ng. Cells were separately collected from

at least three individuals from each of the two groups

(namely infected and healthy plants).

Diagnosis in LMPC-collected phloem cells

One-step real-time RT-PCR of stolbur 16SrRNA from a

small aliquot of total RNA (1 mL) isolated from LMPC cells

allowed us to definitively confirm the presence of the

phytoplasma in the phloem of each infected leaf sample

before expression analysis. The amplification products for

16SrRNA (234 bp in size) were found in the phloem of

infected leaves, while no amplicon of the expected size was

seen either in the epidermis of the same sample or

in phloem cells isolated from healthy leaves. A plant

conjugating factor of ubiquitin gene (UBQCF) was ampli-

fied (154 bp in size) as control by one-step RT-PCR in

parallel (Fig. 1, bottom panel).

Plant gene expression analysis in

LMPC-collected phloem cells

LMPC-collected phloem was analysed for single cell type-

specific expression of host genes associated to stolbur infec-

tion. Groups of cells including sieve elements, companion

cells and parenchyma cells were collected separately from

infected and healthy leaves by LMPC (Fig. 1a–f). The

amount of RNA purified from LM-collected cells depends

on tissue and fixation/processing protocol (Nelson et al.

2006); in most cases, the yield is too low for expression

analysis of several genes or more complex global profiling,

thus an amplification step is required. We used a T7

RNA polymerase-based linear amplification procedure of

poly(A)-RNAs in a one-round reaction, which yielded

about 23 ng of aRNA from a maximum amount of 2.5 ng of

total RNA purified from LMPC cells. All the aRNA

samples showed smears ranging from 0.2 to 2 kb, with a

peak at approximately 0.5 kb (Fig. 2). The linearity of

amplification was checked using real-time RT-PCR by com-

paring the expression level ofUBQ1 and SUC27 transcripts

before and after RNA amplification (data not shown). The

comparison confirmed the manufacturer’s quality test. All

the aRNA samples yielded real-time RT-PCR products

having the melting temperature expected in the absence of

genomic DNA contamination. Ubiquitin (UBQ1) was used

as reference gene, as found to be the most stably expressed

after the pairwise comparison with actin or UBQCF by the

DCtmethod (Silver et al. 2006).Moreover, the gene-stability

measure (M) was calculated by the geNorm program

(Vandesompele et al. 2002) using several infected and

healthy RNAs that were purified from scraped midrib-

enriched sections. The M-value for UBQ1 was <1.0, thus

confirming the validity of this gene as reference. Expression

of the ubiquitin gene was shown to be non-cell-specific

in several experiments of LM (Kerk et al. 2003; Inada &

Wildermuth 2005; Chandran et al. 2010).

Expression analysis of genes referred to sucrose trans-

port and metabolism, together with PR genes, was exam-

ined in phloem cells of grapevine leaves by real-time

RT-PCR (Fig. 3a,b).

Accumulation of glucose and fructose in grapevine is

mainly referred to three families of proteins: the acid

(vacuolar or cell wall associated) and neutral (cytosolic)

invertases, sucrose synthases and sucrose transporters.

Among the three sucrose transporter genes (SUC genes;

Davies, Wolf & Robinson 1999) that were investigated in

the present work (accession numbers and primers are

reported in Table 1), SUC12 transcripts were not detected

in phloem cells, while SUC11 showed low and comparable

expression levels (3.4 and 3.8 MNE units, imposing a

MNE value for UBQ1 = 100) in healthy and infected

samples (Fig. 3a). SUC11 transporter falls into the family

of the tonoplast transporters with AtSUT4 (Sauer 2007),

and its low expression level could be explained by the

scarce vacuolization of sieve elements/companion cells

complexes. On the contrary, high message levels for

SUC27 (130.4 MNE units) were observed in phloem cells,

suggesting preferential expression of this gene in this spe-

cific cell type. SUC27 protein shares the highest similarity

(59%) with the high-affinity Arabidopsis transporter

SUC2, which was proposed as marker of leaf phloem

(Imlau, Truernit & Sauer 1999; Deeken et al. 2008). When

comparing its expression in phloem of infected and

healthy leaves, SUC27 gene resulted as more than sixfold

down-regulated in infected samples.
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Among the acid invertase genes in grapevine, only the

vacuolar acid invertase GIN2 (Davies & Robinson 1996)

(Table 1) was shown by global transcripts profiling to be

significantly up-regulated in midribs of leaves infected by

stolbur phytoplasma (Albertazzi et al. 2009; Hren

et al. 2009). We examined its gene expression in phloem

cells (Fig. 3a) and found a 15-fold up-regulation in

infected samples, although at a very low expression level

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

300 mm

150 mm 150 mm

150 mm 150 mm 150 mm

300 mm 300 mm

300 mm

(h) (i)

Figure 1. Laser microdissection pressure catapulting (LMPC) of grapevine leaf phloem and epidermal cells and localization of stolbur.
Representative cross section (12 mm) of leaf under UV (a,g) and bright field (b–f,h,i). Section before (a,b) and after (c) cutting and

catapulting phloem. Bars = 300 mm. Magnification of the targeted site before and after cutting (d,e). Bars = 150 mm. Captured areas (f).

LMPC of epidermal cells before (g,h) and after cutting (i). Bars = 150 mm. Bottom panel: RT-PCR products for stolbur 16S rRNA and

grapevine UBQCF from phloem and epidermal cells. Phloem of infected leaves (lanes DP); epidermal cells of infected leaves (lanes DE);

phloem of healthy leaves (lanes HP); Marker, TrackIt 100 bp DNA Ladder (Invitrogen) (M).
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(MNE = 1.5 versus MNE = 0.1). Similar to SUC11, low

expression of GIN2 probably reflects the scarce vacuoliza-

tion of phloem cells.

Sucrose synthase (SUS) has a dual role in producing both

UDP-glucose (UDPG, necessary for cell wall and glycopro-

tein biosynthesis) and ADP-glucose (ADPG, necessary for

starch biosynthesis) (Baroja-Fernández et al. 2012).Among

the SUS gene isoforms (at least five in grapevine), one was

shown by Hren et al. (2009) to be 2.5-fold induced in

stolbur-infected leaves. This gene of the family (VvSUS2-

like; Table 1) shares 82 and 81% identity at the level of

amino acidic sequence with Arabidopsis SUS4 and SUS3,

respectively (Bieniawska et al. 2007), and 84%with Populus

trichocarpa SUS2 (Zhang et al. 2011).

Expression of VvSUS2-like was investigated by real-time

RT-PCR in LMPC-collected phloem cells, where it was

shown to be increased by approximately 35-fold in response

to stolbur infection (262.5 versus 7.2 MNE units) (Fig. 3a).

SUS appeared to be the most affected gene among those

examined in infected phloem cells.

SUS hydrolyses sucrose into UDPG, a molecule used by

CAS as glucose donor to the growing polymer chain.

Callose is usually deposited at plasmodesmata and at sieve

plates as a response to developmental cues and pathogen

attack, with the aim of limiting spread of the infection or

reinforcing the cell wall (Nakashima et al., 2003).We exam-

ined the expression of CAS2 (Table 1), belonging to a gene

family of at least seven members, which was seen to be

induced in stolbur-infected grapevine leaves (Hren et al.

2009). Focusing on phloem cells (Fig. 3a), transcript level of

CAS2 was not significantly different in infected and healthy

samples (50.3 versus 57.8 MNE units).

Besides genes referred to sucrose metabolism, gene

expression of two plant PR proteins of group 5 (PR-5) was

examined by focusing analysis on LMPC-collected phloem

cells (Fig. 3b). We examined two thaumatin-like genes

(TLP) already shown to be induced in stolbur-infected

grapevine (Hren et al. 2009), in this work called TLP4 and

TLP5 (Table 1). TLP4 and TLP5 proteins share 78% iden-

tity. TLP4 shows 79% identity with a Sultanina grape

protein (previously called OSM1 by Loulakakis 1997),

closely related to grapevine berry VvTL2 (Davies & Rob-

inson 2000). TLP5 protein shares 84 and 83% identity with

VvTL2 andVvTL3 (Davies &Robinson 2000), respectively.

In phloem cells of healthy control leaves, TLP5 gene was

found to be highly expressed (381.9 MNE units), almost

two orders of magnitude more expressed than TLP4 (5.0

MNE units). Moreover, in phloem cells of diseased leaves,

the expression of both genes was significantly induced,

although 20-fold for TLP4, whereas only threefold for

TLP5. Transcripts amount of TLP5 appeared highly vari-

able among the infected individuals (1258.6 6 468.0 MNE

units).

Gene expression analysis in whole leaves

infected by stolbur

Expression analysis of the genes referred to sucrose trans-

port and metabolism, together with the two PR-5 genes

already characterized in phloem cells (Fig. 3a,b), was per-

formed in parallel in fully expanded, not damaged, leaves of

infected and healthy grapevines by real-time RT-PCR

(Fig. 4a,b). Leaf samples enriched in midribs were collected

for RNA extraction.

Different from phloem cells, not only SUC27 but all SUC

genes were expressed when analysis was extended to the

whole leaf, althoughmidrib-enriched (Fig. 4a).Moreover, in

healthy leaves, transcript level was of the same order of

magnitude for each gene, reflecting the different contribu-

tion of tissues functionally different from phloem. SUC12,

which was not detected in phloem cells, was the more

expressed transporter in whole leaf (59.2 MNE units),

where, similarly, SUC11 also appeared almost 10-fold more

expressed (32.9 MNE units). On the contrary, SUC27 tran-

scripts amount was found to be almost fivefold lower than

in phloem, indicating some dilution and thus confirming its

preferential localization in phloem cells. As regards the

effect of stolbur infection, all the examined SUC genes

appeared significantly down-regulated (two to four times)

in whole leaves.

Expression of the vacuolar invertase GIN2 was barely

detectable in whole leaf (Fig. 4a). Low expression of GIN2

depends on the fact that GIN transcripts decline during leaf

development (Davies & Robinson 1996) and in our experi-

ments could reflect the use of mature leaves.

Expression level of SUS2-like gene was of the same order

of magnitude in healthy whole leaves (Fig. 4a) and healthy

phloem cells (Fig. 3a), suggesting an almost ubiquitous dis-

tribution of its transcripts in the leaf. Its level in the infected

leaves was just fivefold higher than in healthy ones; thus, the

extent of its up-regulation in infected phloem cells was

22-fold higher than in the whole leaf.Together with SUC27,

Figure 2. Electropherogram of amplified RNA of a

representative laser microdissection pressure catapulting

(LMPC) sample. Total RNA purified from leaf phloem was

amplified by T7-polymerase in a one-round reaction (aRNA).

The ladder size is indicated on the left.
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this gene appeared to be the most affected one when its

expression was focused at the infection site, and probably

what was observed at the whole leaf level simply reflects

their specific regulation in phloem cells.

As regards the examined CAS gene, whereas no differ-

ence in its regulation was seen in phloem following infec-

tion, a 2.2-fold up-regulation was shown in whole infected

leaf. The expression level of this gene was about 25-fold

higher in phloem cells (57.8 MNE units; Fig. 3a) compared

with the whole leaf (2.3 MNE units; Fig. 4a) in healthy

conditions.

Expression of the PR-5 gene TLP4 was similar in healthy

phloem (Fig. 3b) and whole leaf (Fig. 4b), suggesting an

almost ubiquitous distribution of its transcripts, analogous

to what was observed for sucrose SUS2-like. The dramatic

up-regulation of TLP4 observed when focusing its analysis

on infected phloem (Fig. 3b) was not shown in whole leaves,

where its expression was not affected by stolbur (Fig. 4b).

Instead, the extent of TLP5 up-regulation due to infection

was greater (25-fold) when analysed on the whole leaf,

although its expression level resulted as higher in phloem

cells in both healthy and infected conditions.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the tissue-specific expression

of genes involved in the response to stolbur infection in the

phloem of grapevine leaves. Cells of the phloem, which

included sieve elements together with companion cells and

surrounding parenchyma cells, were captured by LMPC

from leaves of infected and healthy plants. The expression

profile obtained with LMPC-captured cells was validated in

parallel in whole leaf samples. Moreover, molecular diag-

nosis was directly and rapidly carried out on both whole leaf

and phloem cells by means of one-step real-time RT-PCR.

The single cell type-specific approach eliminates the tran-

scriptional noise due to the mixture of different tissues and

avoids the dilution of transcripts with low abundance. This
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Figure 3. Gene expression analysis in laser microdissection pressure catapulting (LMPC)-collected phloem cells. Real-time RT-PCR of
sucrose metabolism (a) and pathogenesis-related genes of the PR-5 group (b). Mean normalized expression (MNE) was calculated in

arbitrary units, imposing MNE of UBQ1 = 100. Note the different scales in (a) and (b).
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was clearly evidenced by the strikingly different expression

level of the investigated genes in both approaches. In addi-

tion, the transcriptional regulation of different genes can be

compared within the cell type in which they are preferen-

tially expressed, which may gain insights into the relative

importance of particular components for a given stress

response and their potential roles. Understanding the gene

expression pattern of the resistance reaction locally may

lead to an understanding of the genetic programme under-

lying the response. In the present study, the advantage of

using phloem cells was evident for all the examined genes,

particularly in the case of sucrose transporters. Among

the examined SUC genes, only SUC27 was significantly

expressed in phloem cells; in this specific tissue, its expres-

sion level resulted as being much higher compared with the

whole leaf, suggesting preferential expression of this gene in

phloem. In addition, it appeared dramatically down-

regulated in the response to stolbur in the infection site, a

performance that was not evidenced by global transcript

profiling of grapevine leaves (Albertazzi et al. 2009; Hren

et al. 2009). SUC27 protein shares the highest similarity

(59%) with the high-affinityArabidopsis transporter SUC2,

which was proposed as a marker of companion cells of the

phloem (Imlau et al. 1999; Ivashikina et al. 2003; Deeken

et al. 2008). As regards its function in sucrose partitioning,

SUC27 was found to be highly expressed in grapevine veg-

etative organs and lowly in berries by Afoufa-Bastien et al.

(2010), so it was indicated as being potentially responsible

for phloem loading and sugar retrieval during long-distance

transport. In our experiments, the dramatic SUC27 down-

regulation observed in phytoplasma-infected phloem

strongly suggests reduced phloem loading in the leaf, which
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Figure 4. Gene expression analysis in whole leaves. Real-time RT-PCR of sucrose metabolism (a) and pathogenesis-related genes of the
PR-5 group (b). Mean normalized expression (MNE) was calculated in arbitrary units, imposing MNE of UBQ1 = 100. Note the different
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would also be mirrored by the inhibition of all SUC trans-

porters in leaf cells distal to phloem. Reduced phloem

loading, increased phloem unloading, increase in soluble

carbohydrate concentrations and elevated invertase activity

are metabolic changes suggesting the establishment of a

pathogen-induced carbohydrate sink, which has often been

observed during infection by biotrophic pathogens (Hayes,

Feechan & Dry 2010). Accumulations of soluble carbohy-

drates and starch in source leaves, complemented by a

decrease of sugar levels in sink organs, were reported for

periwinkle, tobacco and coconut palm infected by phyto-

plasmas (Lepka et al. 1999; Maust et al. 2003). In Spiro-

plasma citri-infected Catharanthus roseus, reduction of

sucrose loading with subsequent impairment of carbohy-

drate partitioning was supposed to be part of pathogenicity

together with a preferential use of fructose, leading to

increased invertase activity, glucose accumulation and inhi-

bition of photosynthesis (Gaurivaud et al. 2000). Indeed, in

our work, there seems to be impairment of sucrose loading

due to decreased sucrose transport associated with

increased activity of sucrose synthase and invertase at the

site of infection. In particular, sucrose synthase, more than

invertase, was shown to be dramatically and specifically

up-regulated in infected phloem cells. An abundant avail-

ability of nucleoside diphosphate-glucose (UDPG and

ADPG) caused by high SUS activity in the cleavage direc-

tion could explain the callose and starch accumulation often

observed in phytoplasma-infected phloem tissue (Musetti

2010). Nevertheless, fructose utilization has not been dem-

onstrated for the phytoplasma (Oshima et al. 2007), and

comparison among phytoplasma genomes revealed that

phytoplasmas lack phosphotransferases and could depend

on host phosphorylated hexoses (Christensen et al. 2005).

Indeed, in the genome of Ca. P. asteris (Oshima et al. 2004),

among a group of five genes that are retained in the full-

ORF in different strains, a 6-phosphofructokinase gene,

known as a rate-limiting enzyme of glycolysis, has been

identified (Oshima et al. 2007).

From our results, reduced sucrose transport and elevated

sucrose synthase and invertase expression at the infection

site strongly suggest the occurrence of a pathogen-induced

switch from carbohydrate source to sink. It is noteworthy

that stolbur spread in the phloem also had a significant

impact on sucrose partitioning in tissues distal to the infec-

tion site, because all SUC genes were shown to be down-

regulated in the whole leaf, including SUC11 and SUC12,

which were barely or not expressed at all in phloem cells.

Our results seem to exclude a role in phloem loading for

these two transporters in source leaves. A role for SUC11

and SUC12 in sucrose accumulation in the vacuole and in

sucrose unloading into berry tissues, respectively, was sug-

gested by Afoufa-Bastien et al. (2010).

The gene of sucrose hydrolyzing vacuolar invertaseGIN2

was found to be barely expressed both in whole leaf and in

phloem, where, anyway, it resulted as significantly induced

in response to stolbur infection. In the case of grapevine

infected by different biotrophic fungal pathogens, the

response of the vacuolar invertases GIN1 and GIN2 was

found to be extremely variable (Hayes et al. 2010). On the

contrary, a decrease in vacuolar invertase transcription was

observed in Vicia faba leaves in response to infection by

the biotrophic rust fungus Uromyces fabae (Voegele et al.

2006), and this was associated with a decrease in sucrose

available for vacuolar storage. Interestingly, a significant

increase in apoplastic cell wall invertase expression was

observed in grapevine leaves in response to infection by

biotrophic fungal pathogens, which was linked to a reduced

phloem loading and thus to leaves switching from source

organs to carbohydrate sinks (Hayes et al. 2010). The tran-

scriptional regulation of cell wall invertase,much more than

vacuolar invertase, in response to phytoplasma infection

deserves attention in the future.

Together with impaired sucrose loading and increased

invertase expression, analysis focused on phloem revealed a

specific dramatic up-regulation of SUS in the response to

stolbur, thus suggesting high rates of sucrose metabolism in

the infection site. Co-regulation of both sucrose transport

and cleavage would be advantageous for the pathogen,

as both responses are crucial to access hexoses. SUS is often

regarded as being more energy conservative than inver-

tase reaction, as it produces fructose and nucleoside

diphosphate-glucose (mainly UDPG andADPG), the latter

being used as phosphorylated sugar in biosynthetic pro-

cesses (Winter & Huber 2000). SUS is encoded by a small

family of genes, divergent and differentially expressed.

Recently, immunolocalization and Western blot analysis

showed a several-fold induction of a low oxygen inducible

SUS isoform in companion cells of phytoplasma-inhabited

phloem of maize leaf sheaths and stems (Brzin et al. 2011),

suggesting a pivotal role of this enzyme both in sucrose

partitioning and in responding to the pathogen. SUS is also

believed to play a major role in both starch and cellulose

biosynthesis (Baroja-Fernández et al. 2012). The UDPG

produced by a membrane-associated form of SUS is

thought to be used directly as a substrate for cellulose syn-

thase in the rosette complex where the SUS is an integral

component (Amor et al. 1995; Fujii, Hayashi & Mizuno

2010).UDPG is also used as a glucose donor to the growing

polymer chain similar to cellulose synthases by CASs.

Callose is usually deposited at plasmodesmata and at sieve

plates as a response to developmental cues and pathogen

attack. Together with restriction of phytoplasmas to the

sieve elements, callose deposits on the sieve plates, often

followed by collapse of the sieve elements, has been

observed (Musetti 2010). Nevertheless, the CAS2 gene

examined in our work was not affected by stolbur in

phloem, although induced when its expression was analysed

in the whole leaf, thus confirming what was observed by

Hren et al. (2009) in leaves. This, of course, does not mean

that CAS genes cannot be co-ordinately expressed with

SUS in the phloem; probably different genes of the CAS

family have to be considered for the analysis of phloem

cells.

The transcript levels of a significant number of

genes related to wall metabolism, stress response and

defence were shown to be changed in infected grapevine
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(Albertazzi et al. 2009; Hren et al. 2009). Among these,

genes belonging to the PR group 5 (PR-5) such as osmotin

and thaumatin-like were found to be significantly induced

in BN- and FD-infected leaves (Albertazzi et al. 2009;

Hren et al. 2009; Margaria & Palmano 2011), as well as in

other plant/phytoplasma interactions (Zhong & Shen

2004). Most TLPs, which belong to the superfamily of

glycoside hydrolases, possess antifungal or glycan-lytic

activity, and could hinder the growth of plant invading

microbes by affecting pathogen membrane permeability

(van Loon, Rep & Pieterse 2006). These properties are

likely associated with the presence of a conserved acid

cleft in their three-dimensional (3D) structure (Petre et al.

2011). We examined gene expression of two TLPs, TLP4

and TLP5, which resulted as differentially responsive to

stolbur infection. The TLP4 gene, which was barely detect-

able in healthy but several fold (20-fold) induced in

infected phloem cells, appeared directly involved in the

plant response to stolbur at the site of infection. Differ-

ently, the expression of TLP5 was more induced in the

whole leaf than in phloem cells, where, in any case, it

resulted as being the most expressed among the examined

genes in both healthy and infected samples. The high

expression of this latter defence gene could be related to

the reported ability of some members of this gene family

to respond to different environmental stresses, such as

pathogen/pest attack, drought, salt stress and cold (van

Loon et al. 2006).

In conclusion, our findings demonstrated that phyto-

plasma infection in grapevine is correlated with important

changes in sugar metabolism and transport in the phloem,

suggesting the establishment of a phytoplasma-induced

switch from carbohydrate source to sink. Moreover, the

expression analysis focused on the phloem showed a differ-

ential regulation of two PR thaumatin-like genes (TLP4

and TLP5) of the PR-5 family, with a similar function but

supposedly different characteristics. These findings were

permitted by the tissue-specific approach, which dramati-

cally increased sensitivity, thus highlighting specific host

processes otherwise almost completely masked in the

whole-leaf analysis. Global expression analysis associated

with the LM technique, which has been optimized for

grapevine leaf in this work, can be a very powerful

approach to identify host genes and processes directly

involved in the interaction with the phytoplasma.
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Phytoplasmas are obligate, phloem-restricted phytopatho-
gens that are disseminated by phloem-sap-sucking insects. 
Phytoplasma infection severely impairs assimilate transloca-
tion in host plants and might be responsible for massive 
changes in phloem physiology. Methods to study phyto-
plasma-induced changes thus far provoked massive, native 
occlusion artifacts in sieve tubes. Hence, phytoplasma-
phloem relationships were investigated here in intact Vicia 
faba host plants using a set of vital fluorescent probes and 
confocal laser-scanning microscopy. We focused on the 
effects of phytoplasma infection on phloem mass-flow per-
formance and evaluated whether phytoplasmas induce 
sieve-plate occlusion. Apparently, phytoplasma infection 
brings about Ca2+ influx into sieve tubes, leading to sieve-
plate occlusion by callose deposition or protein plugging. 
In addition, Ca2+ influx may confer cell wall thickening of 
conducting elements. In conclusion, phytoplasma effectors 
may cause gating of sieve-element Ca2+ channels leading to 
sieve-tube occlusion with presumptive dramatic effects on 
phytoplasma spread and photoassimilate distribution. 

Phytoplasmas are prokaryotic microorganisms that bring 
about several hundred diseases affecting economically important 
crops such as ornamentals, vegetables, fruit trees, and grape-
vines. Phytoplasmas mostly colonize the sieve tubes and ma-
nipulate the host to ensure an efficient distribution and multi-
plication (Hogenhout et al. 2008). To date, the physiological 
relationship between phytoplasmas and their hosts has remained 
largely unexplored (Hogenhout et al. 2008). Phytoplasmas have 
a very small genome (530 to 1,350 kb) and lack many genes 
otherwise considered to be essential for cell metabolism 
(Marcone et al. 1999). 

Several studies demonstrated that phytoplasma infection 
induces important cytological and physiological modifica-
tions in the phloem of host plants, in several cases severely 
affecting phloem transport (Braun and Sinclair 1978; Kartte 
and Seemüller 1991; Lepka et al. 1999; Maust et al. 2003). It 
has been speculated that mechanisms involved in phloem 
impairment could differ between pathosystems and vary with 

the plant susceptibility to infection (Kartte and Seemüller 
1991; Musetti and Favali 1999). 

Histological studies on several plant species infected by 
phytoplasmas showed that the first detectable anatomical aber-
ration is an abnormal deposition of callose in the sieve-plate 
regions which is followed by a collapse of sieve elements and 
companion cells (Kartte and Seemüller 1991). Sieve-plate 
occlusion has been regarded as a defense mechanism leading 
to the formation of physical barriers aimed to achieve pathogen 
containment (Musetti et al. 2008). In phytoplasma-infected 
tobacco plants treated with fungal elicitors (Lherminier et al. 
2003) as well as in other pathosystems (Elad and Evensen 
1995; Koh et al. 2012), concomitant callose accumulation and 
P protein agglutination have been reported to occur in sieve 
tubes in response to infection.  

Expression of genes responsible for callose deposition in 
sieve tubes is finely tuned. This is exemplified by the role of 
callose synthase (CLS7) in normal sieve-element maturation in 
Arabidopsis as well as in the response to wounding (Barratt et 
al. 2011; Xie et al. 2011), showing that callose production is a 
balancing act for plants. An analogous trade-off event must 
occur in infected plants: massive callose deposition restricts 
host colonization by phytoplasmas but, at the same time, im-
pedes photo-assimilate transport. Moreover, recovery—a spon-
taneous reduction of the disease symptoms of phytoplasma-
infected plants—is accompanied by an appreciable upregula-
tion of two callose synthase and three phloem protein (PP2) 
genes (Musetti et al. 2010). 

It has been demonstrated that sieve plates are plugged by 
proteins in response to mechanical injuries prior to callose 
deposition (Furch et al. 2007, 2010). Structural proteins in 
sieve tubes have been observed for a long time (Cronshaw 
and Sabnis 1990). Some of these proteins (later named sieve-
element occlusion [SEO] proteins) (Pelissier et al. 2008) are 
involved in sieve-tube plugging. In members of the family 
Fabaceae, SEO are aggregated in giant protein bodies called 
forisomes (Knoblauch et al. 2001). In response to different 
stresses (wounding, burning, and cold), forisomes undergo a 
conformational change from a condensed to a dispersed state 
which plugs the sieve plates and prevents loss of photoassim-
ilates (Furch et al. 2007; Knoblauch et al. 2001; Thorpe et al. 
2010). Genes encoding SEO protein components do not oc-
cur only in Fabaceae species (Pelissier et al. 2008; Tuteja et 
al. 2010) but appear to be widespread among dicotyledonous 
plants such as apple, grapevine, and Arabidopsis (Rüping et 
al. 2010). Preliminary gene expression analyses for SEO 
protein components revealed an upregulation in phytoplasma-
infected apple trees compared with healthy ones (Musetti et 
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al. 2011), indicating potential involvement in response to phy-
toplasma infection. 

Callose synthesis as well as P protein aggregation are Ca2+-
dependent phenomena (Knoblauch et al. 2001; Köhle et al. 
1985) triggered by Ca2+ influx into sieve elements (Furch et al. 
2007, 2009, 2010). Thus, occlusion events suggest that phyto-
plasma infection induces gating of Ca2+ channels and conse-
quent influx of Ca2+ into sieve elements (Musetti et al. 2008). 
This would confer a quick and straightforward defense response 
in plants undergoing phytoplasma attack. 

Because unequivocal in vivo evidence for phytoplasma-medi-
ated sieve-tube occlusion is lacking thus far, the aim of this 
work was to design and optimize a method to perform in vivo 
observation of the phloem in phytoplasma-infected intact 
plants. Deposition of callose and changes in forisome confor-
mation were examined in relation to mass flow and compared 
between healthy and phytoplasma-infected broadbean (Vicia 
faba L.) plants (used as hosts of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma 

vitis’, associated with grapevine Flavescence Dorée [FD]) by 
using confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM). In particu-
lar, we evaluated whether phytoplasmas induce Ca2+ influx 
leading to occlusion by callose deposition or protein plugging 
and inherent impairment of mass flow. 

RESULTS 

Plant materials and phytoplasma detection  
by polymerase chain reaction. 

Control V. faba plants, not exposed to leafhoppers, showed 
regular growth without disease symptoms (Fig. 1A and B). In 
infected plants, typical FD symptoms such as leaf-size reduc-
tion, leaf yellowing, and curling (Fig. 1C and D) emerged ap-
proximately 1 month after inoculation by the insect vectors. 

Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of ‘Ca. P. 
vitis’ 16SrRNA confirmed the presence of phytoplasmas in 
infected V. faba leaf samples before CLSM examination. Start-
ing from 40 ng of total DNA, FD-phytoplasma 16SrDNA was 
detected in symptomatic samples, whereas no amplification of 
the 16SrRNA gene was obtained in healthy ones. DNAs iso-
lated from FD-diseased Catharanthus roseus and FD-infected 
Vitis vinifera were also amplified as positive parallel controls 
(Supplementary Table S1). 

Optical phytoplasma detection and mass flow. 
In vivo observation of Vicia faba phloem by CLSM enabled 

us to observe sieve elements in intact plants. Under transmis-
sion light, healthy sieve elements were characterized by the 
presence of condensed forisomes (Fig. 2A), while the sieve 
plates were free of visible occluding substances (Fig. 2A). 

After (5)6 carboxyfluorescein diacetate (CFDA) application 
to healthy V. faba plants, phloem-mobile (5)6 carboxyfluores-
cein (CF) was translocated through the sieve tubes and accu-
mulated in the companion cells, which indicates a regular mass 
flow and a high degree of metabolic activity in companion cells 
(Fig. 2B). As reported previously for other cell types (Goodwin 
et al. 1990), CF accumulated in the vacuoles of phloem paren-
chyma cells. In stained sieve elements, several parietal plastids 
were visible (Fig. 2B), probably anchored to the plasma mem-
brane (Ehlers et al. 2000). Nuclei were recognizable in both 
companion and phloem parenchyma cells (Fig. 2B), probably 
after CFDA movement through plasmodesmata. It was more 
difficult to focus and discern sieve tubes in FD-diseased plants 
due to the presence of thicker cell walls and sediments onto 
the sieve plates (Fig. 2C). In such plants, only a few sieve ele-
ments were weakly fluorescent after CFDA application, indicat-
ing that mass flow was blocked or strongly reduced (Fig. 2D). 
Even when mass flow in sieve tubes appeared to be reduced or 
eliminated, CFDA was observed to accumulate in the vacuoles 
of companion cells (Fig. 2D), which may indicate the mainte-
nance of some metabolic ability. 

After 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) application to 
enable phytoplasma detection, no DAPI fluorescence showed 
up in sieve elements of healthy plants; only the nuclei of com-
panion cells and phloem parenchyma cells were stained (Fig. 
2E). Under transmission light, the sieve elements were well 
preserved and unstained in healthy plants (Fig. 2F). In FD-
diseased plants, dotted fluorescent aggregates were accumu-
lated predominantly at the sieve plates (Fig. 2G, arrows). In 
FD-diseased sieve elements, cell walls and sediments on the 
sieve plates were thicker than in control plants (Fig. 2H), as 
described above. 

Successive local DAPI and distant CFDA staining demon-
strated that absence of DAPI staining is related to intense 
CFDA translocation in the phloem of healthy plants (Fig. 2I 
and J). By contrast, DAPI fluorescence (Fig. 2K) coincides with 

Fig. 1. Images of healthy (left half of the panel) and Flavescence Dorée
(FD)-infected (right half) Vicia faba plants. A through D, Whole plants 
and leaf details. A and B, Healthy V. faba plants show regular growth and
do not develop disease symptoms. C and D, In FD-infected plants (C and
D) typical symptoms are visible, such as general decline, beginning leaf
decoloration, and leaf deformation. 
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impaired sieve-tube translocation in infected plants (Fig. 2L). 
In both healthy and infected plants, the reverse CFDA/DAPI 
double-staining procedure produced results similar to those for 
DAPI/CFDA staining (Fig. 2M through P). 

Occlusion events and Ca2+ concentration. 
Combined 5-chloromethyl-fluoresceindiacetate and 5-chloro-

methyl-eosin-diacetate (CMFDA/CMFDA) staining provided 
unequivocal information on the forisome conformation and 
protein distribution inside the sieve elements of healthy and 
FD-diseased plants in CLSM images. In healthy plants, 
forisomes were always in the condensed, spindle-shaped form 
(Fig. 3A and B) and were mostly located near the sieve plates 
at the downstream end of the sieve elements. In FD-diseased 
plants, discrete forisomes were not detectable (Fig. 3C and D), 
which is indicative of their dispersion (Knoblauch et al. 2001). 
Unidentified protein structures—dispersed forisomes or 
clogged P proteins—occurred in FD-diseased sieve elements 
(Fig. 3C). 

Aniline blue at nonlethal concentrations (Furch et al. 2007) 
was administered to bare-lying phloem tissue to acquire a quali-
tative in vivo estimate of callose deposition in sieve elements. 
In healthy plants, callose was not detectable (Fig. 3E) or oc-
curred in minor amounts at the margins of the sieve plates 
(Fig. 3I) and the sieve elements were well preserved, contain-
ing condensed forisomes (Fig. 3F and J). 

By contrast, aniline blue signals were much stronger in FD-
diseased V. faba plants, indicating massive callose depositions 
at the sieve plates and along the sieve elements, probably at the 
pore-plasmodesmata-unit orifices (Fig. 3G) (Furch et al. 2009) 
to the point of plug formation (Fig. 3K, arrows). Increased 
thickness of the sieve-element walls and accumulation of dark 
material at the sieve plates were also visible under transmis-
sion light (Fig. 3H and L). 

Oregon Green 1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,-N′,N′-
tetraacetic acid (OGB-1) was used as a qualitative indicator of 
Ca2+ concentration inside the sieve elements. No fluorescent 
signals were detected in intact sieve elements of uninfected 

Fig. 2. Confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of phloem tissue in intact healthy (left half of the panel) and Flavescence Dorée (FD)-infected 
(right half) Vicia faba plants. A and B, Healthy and C and D, FD-infected phloem under A and C, transmission light and B and D, after distant (5)6 carboxy-
fluorescein diacetate (CFDA) application, observed at 488 nm. In healthy V. faba plants, sieve elements (se) are characterized by the presence of forisomes 
(A, f) and plastids (B, arrowheads). FD-infected V. faba plants do not show remarkable content in transmission light (C). Following sieve-tube translocation 
of CFDA in healthy plants (B), CFDA is accumulated in the vacuoles of companion (cc) and phloem parenchyma cells (ppc). With the exception of the 
vacuoles of companion cell (cc), fluorescence is absent in sieve elements of FD-infected plants (D), indicative of mass-flow inhibition. E and F, Healthy and 
G and H, FD-infected phloem after 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining, observed at E and G, 405 nm and F and H, under transmission light. In
sieve elements of FD-infected plants, blue fluorescent dots (arrows) mainly aggregate on both sides of the sieve plate (G, sp). Phloem in healthy plants remains 
unlabeled apart from the stained nuclei (E, n). Under transmission light, in healthy plants (F), cell walls and sieve plate thickening seem inconspicuous. Note 
the distorted thickened cell walls and sieve plate thickenings (arrow) visible in FD-infected plants (H). I through L, Subsequent local DAPI staining and 
distant CFDA application demonstrate that absence of DAPI staining (I) (apart from the stained nuclei) concurs with regular CFDA translocation (J) in the
phloem of healthy plants. By contrast, DAPI fluorescence, indicating phytoplasma presence (K, arrows), seems to coincide with impaired sieve-tube translo-
cation in infected plants (L). M through P, Reverse CFDA/DAPI double-staining procedure renders results similar to those obtained with DAPI/CFDA treat-
ment in both healthy (M and N) and infected (O and P) plants. cc = companion cell, f = forisome, n = nucleus, ppc = phloem parenchyma cell, se = sieve 
element, sp = sieve plate. Arrowheads in B indicate sieve-element plastids; in G, K, and P, arrows indicate phytoplasma/DAPI fluorescence. Bars correspond
to 10 µm. 
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V. faba plants (Fig. 4A). The identical optical section observed 
under transmission light showed unstressed sieve elements as 
inferred by the presence of condensed forisomes (Fig. 4B). In 
the phloem of diseased plants, OGB-1 fluorescence was often 
intense, with strong signals at the sieve plates (Fig. 4C and G). 
Under transmission light, condensed forisomes did not occur 
(Fig. 4D and H). Weak OGB-1 signals were sometimes found 
in healthy sieve elements (Fig. 4E, arrow) that were mechani-
cally stressed as a result of the preparation procedure, as indi-
cated by forisome dispersion (Fig. 4F). 

Fluorescence was not detected in unstained healthy (Fig. 4I 
and J) or FD-infected (Fig. 4K and L) samples, with the excep-
tion of the chloroplasts. Neither of the excitation wavelengths 
used for the respective fluorochromes (405 nm [Fig. 4I and K] 
or 488 nm [Fig. 4J and L]) elicited fluorescent signals. 

DISCUSSION 

Because phytoplasmas are obligate parasites transmitted to 
host plants by insect vectors in a persistent manner (Hogenhout 
et al. 2008) and insect inoculation requires several days, it is 
difficult to pinpoint the exact moment at which phytoplasmas 
initiate the infective processes in host plants. Therefore, we 
were urged to use systemically infected plants to study occlu-
sion events; however, it is obvious that the initial occlusion 
stages have not been caught here. 

In vivo phytoplasma detection. 
In contrast to the progress made in detection and taxonomic 

classification of phytoplasmas, very little is known about 
plant–phytoplasma interactions. Phytoplasmas induce charac-
teristic symptoms in host plants, many of which (such as low 

productivity, stunting, general decline, and reduced vigor) point 
to impairment of sieve-tube function (Kartte and Seemüller 
1991). Because phytoplasmas (mainly in the case of woody 
plants) are not evenly distributed over the sieve tubes (Faoro 
2005), despite the systemic spread via the phloem, phloem 
impairment and the subsequent development of the disease 
symptoms cannot be explained solely by the presence of phy-
toplasmas plugging the sieve elements, but also must involve 
the impact of phytoplasma-secreted effector proteins on plant 
cells (Hogenhout et al. 2008). 

Knowledge about the phytoplasma capability to spread 
through sieve elements is essential for understanding the rela-
tionships with the host. Previous attempts to describe the colo-
nization behavior of phytoplasmas via sieve tubes have been 
made using conventional microscopic, serological, or molecular 
methods (Lherminier et al. 1994; Marcone 2010). Cytological 
modifications such as sieve-element necrosis, abnormal callose 
deposition at the sieve plates, sieve-element wall thickening, 
and starch accumulation in the shoots of susceptible plants 
have been documented by electron microscopic observations 
(Braun and Sinclair 1978; Kartte and Seemüller 1991; Musetti 
and Favali 1999; Musetti et al. 1994). 

Moreover, one should bear in mind that studies of ultrathin 
sections are laborious and time-consuming and only small 
portions of fixed and embedded tissue of interest can be exam-
ined. Both electron-microscopic techniques and molecular 
methods, based on extraction of different cell components (i.e., 
DNA, RNA, and proteins), are destructive. The necessity to 
kill plant tissues causes instantaneous, irreversible, and mas-
sive reactions of sieve elements to wounding (van Bel 2003), 
which may lead to pieces of misleading information and erro-
neous interpretations. To intercept this drawback, Christensen 

Fig. 3. Confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) and transmission microscopic images of phloem tissue in intact healthy (left half of the panel) and
Flavescence Dorée (FD)-infected (right half) Vicia faba plants. Phloem tissue observed A and C, at 488 nm and B and D, under transmission light after 
combined 5-chloromethyl-fluoresceindiacetate and 5-chloromethyl-eosin-diacetate (CMFDA/CMEDA) staining. A and B, In healthy sieve elements, 
forisomes occur in the condensed conformation. C and D, In FD-infected phloem, forisomes bodies are not visible and nonidentified proteinaceous dispersed 
material is present along the sieve elements (C, arrow). E through L, Phloem tissue after aniline blue treatment, specific for callose detection in intact sieve
tubes, observed E, G, I, and K, at 405 nm; and F, H, J, and L, under transmission light. In healthy sieve elements, callose is not detectable (E) or deposited
in small amounts at the sieve-plate margins (I, arrow). In infected plants, aniline blue staining indicates large callose depositions along the sieve elements; in 
particular, in the vicinity of the sieve plates (G) through to plug formation (K, arrows). Note that forisomes are invisible in sieve elements of infected plants. f = 
forisome, cc = companion cell, se = sieve element, ppc = phloem parenchyma cell, sp = sieve plate. In H, arrows indicate thickened sieve-element walls. Bars 
correspond to 10 µm. 
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and co-workers (2004) used CLSM to detect phytoplasmas in 
freshly sectioned stems and petioles of Euphorbia pulcherrima 
and C. roseus. Using two different DNA dyes (SYTO 13 and 
DiOC7(3)), phytoplasmas appeared as dense fluorescent masses 
in sieve elements. 

All in all, however, involvement of callose as well as protein-
aceous substances in plant defense reactions has not been con-
clusively proven thus far, given the native occlusion reactions 
in response to sectioning (Knoblauch and van Bel 1998). Com-
puterized image processing and analysis by CLSM using an 
array of vital fluorescent probes appears to be the appropriate 
tool for in vivo investigation of phloem-specific phytoplasmas 
and their interactions with the plant host (Reichel and Beachy 
1998). Therefore, we used CLSM techniques for observation 
of phtytoplasmas in the phloem of intact plants (Knoblauch 
and van Bel 1998). 

Diverse fluorochromes enabled us to stain and distinguish 
in vivo structural components of intact sieve elements in both 
intact healthy and FD-diseased V. faba plants. The images 
provided real-time information on structural and biochemical 
modifications in sieve elements following phytoplasma infec-
tion. The DNA-specific dye DAPI was used to detect 
phytoplasmas in diseased plants (Loi et al. 2002), and identi-
fied phytoplasmas inside sieve elements in vivo. Use of DAPI 
in living cells, as well as the fact that it does not affect cell 
viability, is well documented in literature for both animal and 
plant cells (Cai et al. 2008; Ocarino et al. 2008; Subramaniam 
et al. 2001). Phytoplasmas were found to be distributed along 
the sieve elements, particularly in the vicinity of the sieve 
plates. In the enucleate sieve elements (van Bel 2003), no 
interference with nuclear staining can occur. Theoretically, 
sieve-element plastids which are of the same size as phyto-
plasmas may have become stained as well but there is no 

overlap between the location of the plastids and the DAPI-
stained dots. 

Phytoplasmas trigger Ca2+ influx leading  
to sieve-element occlusion. 

The membrane-permeant, colorless CFDA enters sieve ele-
ments via the plasma membrane and, following de-esterifica-
tion, the membrane-impermeant carboxyfluorescein is translo-
cated by mass flow through the sieve tubes (Oparka et al. 
1994). Most of it is retrieved by companion cells and phloem 
parenchyma cells along the pathway and sequestered in the 
vacuoles (Knoblauch and van Bel 1998). Its phloem-mobility 
is indicative of mass flow. In diseased plants, mass flow was 
significantly reduced compared with the healthy ones and, in 
most cases, had fully ceased. DAPI/CFDA double staining 
demonstrated that stoppage of mass flow and phytoplasma 
accumulation coincide. 

Although phytoplasma aggregates may be able to plug the 
sieve pores, it is more likely that phytoplasma-induced sealants 
are responsible for sieve-tube occlusion. It is important to un-
derline that CFDA has been detected in the companion cell 
vacuoles of the diseased plants, indicating that the companion 
cell activity is not totally impaired by infection, which could 
be important for phytoplasma survival. After having lost nuclei 
and most of their organelles during their ontogeny, sieve-ele-
ments rely on the metabolic activities of companion cells (van 
Bel et al. 2002) and may fail to fully nourish phytoplasmas. 
Companion cells are metabolically active and provide all the 
compounds essential for sieve-element maintenance. Because 
phytoplasmas lack many genes indispensable for cell metabo-
lism (Christensen et al. 2005), compounds provided by com-
panion cells might be an important source of nutrition for 
these pathogens. 

Fig. 4. A through H, Confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) and transmission microscopic images of healthy (left half of the panel) and Flavescence 
Dorée (FD)-infected (right half) Vicia faba phloem after Oregon Green 1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,-N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (OGB-1) staining, 
observed A, C, E, and G, at 488 nm; and B, D, F, and H, under transmission light. In healthy sieve elements, OGB-1 fluorescence is absent (A) or weakly
present in the sieve plate region (E, arrow). In infected plants, the fluorescence signal is very strong along the sieve-element plasma membrane (C), particu-
larly at the sieve plates (G). Note the dark undefined substances in sieve elements of FD-infected plants (D and H) and the transparent sieve elements of 
healthy plants (B and F). I through L, CLSM of unstained Vicia faba phloem, observed at 405 and 488 nm. Sieve elements of healthy plants using I, 405 nm 
or J, 488 nm do not exhibit strong signals. Arrowheads indicate autofluorescence of chloroplasts in the parenchyma cell above the sieve element. Similar 
results were obtained for FD-infected sieve elements both at K, 405-nm and L, 488-nm wavelengths. f = forisome, cc = companion cell, se = sieve element, 
ppc =: phloem parenchyma cell, sp = sieve plate. Bars correspond to 10 µm. 
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Severe phytoplasma infection is inextricably bound up with 
forisome dispersion and callose deposition. In FD-diseased 
plants, spindle-shaped forisomes are dispersed and, hence, 
become invisible under the light microscope, while high 
amounts of callose occur in the vicinity of the sieve plates and 
sometimes in the adjacent zones. Forisome dispersion and 
callose deposition are Ca2+ dependent (Knoblauch et al. 2001; 
Thonat et al. 1993) and are likely triggered by release of Ca2+ 
into the sieve element lumen (Furch et al. 2009; Hafke et al. 
2009). pH-induced modifications in functional (mass flow 
blockage) and structural (forisome dispersion) properties in 
FD-infected sieve elements can be excluded. It has been 
reported that the pH of phloem exudates from phytoplasma-
infected plants is not different from that of exudates from con-
trol plants (7.5 to 8.0) (Kollar and Seemüller 1990). In addi-
tion, forisomes only disperse at nonphysiological pH values 
under 4 and above 11 (Knoblauch et al. 2003) and, hence, the 
pH induction of changes in the forisome conformation is more 
than unlikely. 

Application of OGB-1 verified the correlation between 
phloem occlusion—induced by phytoplasmas—and the rise of 
Ca2+ concentration inside FD-diseased sieve elements (Furch 
et al. 2007). In diseased plants, the Ca2+ concentration in the 
sieve elements was markedly elevated compared with the 
healthy ones. The presence of other unidentified protein struc-
tures indicates that phloem proteins other than forisomes are 
involved in sieve-pore plugging in FD-diseased plants, as 
already shown for cucurbits in response to abiotic stresses and 
stimuli (Furch et al. 2010). 

It appears that phytoplasma infection—possibly by secretion 
of phytoplasma effectors (Sugio et al. 2011)—induces Ca2+ 
influx into the sieve elements. The scattered distribution of 
Ca2+ ions inside the sieve elements and callose deposition 
along the longitudinal walls indicates that the phytoplasma 
effectors activate Ca2+ channels not only near the sieve plates 
but also at other Ca2+ 

hotspots such as the pore-plasmodesma 
units between sieve elements and companion cells (Furch et al. 
2009; Hafke et al. 2009). Recovery of the occlusion phenom-
ena some time after the passage of electrical potential waves 
demonstrated that occlusion can be reversed following Ca2+ 
extrusion (Furch et al. 2007, 2010). However, it seems that, in 
FD-diseased broadbean, phytoplasmas impose continuous 
gating of the Ca2+ channels, given the permanent occlusion of 
infected sieve elements. On the other hand, in some plant–
phytoplasma interactions (i.e., apple, alder, and aspen), and in 
only a few highly susceptible individuals, sealing mechanisms 
may be considerably affected, leading to sieve-tube sap exuda-
tion from cut, infected trunks (Kollar and Seemüller 1990; 
Kollar et al. 1989). 

In addition to sieve-plate occlusion, the sieve-element path 
may also be narrowed in diseased plants by thickening of the 
walls, as revealed by CLSM observations. Increased sieve 
element wall thickness and enhanced total phenolics have been 
reported for phytoplasma-diseased plants (Choi et al. 2004; 
Musetti et al. 2000). This would be consistent with apposition 
of phenolic materials—probably by companion cells, because 
a Golgi system is absent in sieve elements—against the sieve-
element walls for most of those facing the companion cells. It 
has been demonstrated that a Ca2+ signal is required to induce 
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) activity (Messiaen et al. 
1993), a key enzyme of the phenol synthesis pathway, as well 
as PAL gene expression (Long and Jenkins 1998). This would 
add an interesting side-effect of Ca2+ influx on phytoplasma 
restriction. 

In conclusion, we demonstrated that phytoplasma infection 
leads to sieve-tube occlusion, impairing phloem functions in V. 
faba plants. In systemically infected plants, phytoplasmas—

probably by secretion of effector proteins—trigger Ca2+ influx 
into the sieve elements, conferring forisome dispersion, callose 
deposition, and probably cell wall thickening. The discovery of 
phytoplasma effector proteins (Sugio et al. 2011) could give a 
boost to studies of the initial mechanisms involved in phloem–
phytoplasma interactions. Application of phytoplasma effec-
tors to intact plants might help to establish the time course of 
the events involved in phloem reactions to infection. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant material and phytoplasma inoculation. 
V. faba plants (‘Aguadulce supersimonia’) were infected 

with the phytoplasma related to FD, ‘Ca. P. vitis’, strain C 
(16SrV-C) (Lee et al. 2004). FD-infective leafhoppers (Eusce-
lidius variegatus) were caged to inoculate 15-day-old broadbean 
seedlings in a controlled environment insectarium (22°C, 16-h 
photoperiod) for a week. Test plants were sprayed with an 
insecticide solution after the inoculation period and kept in a 
greenhouse for further growth. The greenhouse conditions 
were 22 to 25°C (day) and 12 to 16°C (night), 40 to 80% rela-
tive humidity, and a 16-h photoperiod. Control plants were not 
exposed to leafhoppers. FD symptoms (leaf-size reduction 
along with yellowing and curling) emerged approximately 1 
month after inoculation by the vectors. 

Phytoplasma presence was assessed by RT-PCR analyses. 
Total DNA was extracted from 1 g of frozen leaf midribs 
according to Doyle and Doyle (1990). RT-PCR analyses were 
performed using the 16S rDNA-based phytoplasma universal 
primer pair 16S (RT) F1 and 16S (RT) R1, in a DNA Engine 
Opticon2 System using 40 ng of DNA, 10× PCR buffer, 2.5 
mM dNTPs, 25 mM MgCl2, primers at 300 nM each, 0.15 µl 
of AmpliTaq Gold DNA Polymerase at 5 U/µl (Applied Bio-
systems, Foster City, CA, U.S.A.) and 10× SYBR Green I in 
dimethyl sulfoxide (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Eugene, 
OR, U.S.A.) in a total volume of 25 µl. Thermocycling was 
performed using the following conditions: 11 min at 95°C; 40 
cycles of 15 s at 94°C, 15 s at 57°C, and 20 s at 72°C; and 8 
min at 72°C. The melting curve was performed with a ramp 
from 65 to 95°C at 0.2°C/s. 

Preparation of intact plants for microscopy. 
For in vivo observation of sieve tubes, cortical cell layers 

were removed from the lower side of the main vein of a fully 
expanded leaf, still attached to an intact plant, to provide a 
CLSM observation window (Knoblauch and van Bel 1998). In 
translocation experiments, phloem-mobile dyes were adminis-
tered to the cut midrib after having removed the leaf tip at a 
distance of approximately 3 cm from the observation window. 
In the other tests, fluorochromes were administered directly on 
the bare-lying phloem tissues at the observation window. Ob-
servations were performed using four healthy and four dis-
eased 6-week-old plants, as soon as symptoms appeared on the 
infected ones. The experiments were repeated on at least two 
different leaves per plant. 

Fluorescent probes and CLSM imaging. 
An apoplasmic physiological buffer containing 1 mM CaCl2  

2H2O, 2 mM KCl, 50 mM mannitol, 2.5 mM MES  H2O, and 
1 mM MgCl2  6H2O, pH 5.7, was used to solve the dyes 
(Knoblauch and van Bel 1998). The fluorochromes were im-
aged by CLSM using a Leica TCS SP2 (Leica Microsystems, 
Rijswijk, The Netherlands) equipped with a 75-mW argon/kryp-
ton laser (Omnichrome, Chino, CA, U.S.A.). Aniline blue and 
DAPI (Sigma, Milano, Italy) fluorescence was recorded by a 
Leica TCS SP2 CLSM equipped with a UV laser (Leica Mi-
crosystems). The phloem tissue was observed at the observa-
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tion window using a ×63 water immersion objective (HCX 
APO L40x0.80 W U-V-l objective; Leica Microsystems) in the 
dipping mode. 

The phloem-mobile dye CFDA (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many) was used to investigate phloem flow in healthy and FD-
infected plants. After application of drops of a freshly prepared 
1 µM CFDA solution followed by an incubation period of 2 h 
at room temperature, the phloem tissue was examined at 488 
nm. 

Local staining by DAPI enabled detection of phytoplasmas 
inside intact sieve elements. A drop of DAPI (1 µg/ml) was 
applied to the observation window. After incubation for 15 to 
20 min at room temperature in darkness, DAPI was removed 
and replaced by the apoplasmic buffer and the tissue was ob-
served at 405 nm. In the majority of experiments, DAPI and 
CFDA were applied in succession (or in the reverse order) and 
the phloem tissue was observed at 405 as well as at 488 nm. 

CMEDA/CMFDA mixtures (Molecular Probes), both mem-
brane-permeant fluorochromes, were used for forisome and 
protein observations in intact sieve tubes, according to Furch 
and co-workers (2007). Drops of a freshly prepared mixture 
(1:1, vol/vol) were applied to the observation window and 
incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Tissues were observed 
at 488 nm. 

In order to visualize callose depositions, a drop of aniline 
blue, (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) at the non-lethal concen-
tration of 0.005% (Furch et al. 2007), was applied to the obser-
vation window and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. 
Aniline blue fluorescence was detected at 405 nm. 

To reach a qualitative indication of Ca2+ concentrations in 
sieve elements, the membrane-permeant Ca2+ marker OGB-1 
(Molecular Probes) was applied at a concentration of 5 µM 
and incubated for 30 min. After removal of dye by rinsing with 
apoplasmic buffer for 30 min, observations were performed at 
488 nm. 

To eliminate misinterpretations due to autofluorescence, in 
vivo unstained V. faba sieve elements were observed by CLSM 
at the same excitation wavelengths used for the above-men-
tioned fluorochromes (i.e., 488 or 405 nm) as controls. 
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Abstract To improve knowledge about plant/phyto-

plasma interactions and, in particular, about the ‘recov-

ery’ phenomenon in previously-infected plants, we

investigated and compared expression levels of several

defence-related genes (four pathogenesis-related proteins

and three jasmonate-pathway marker enzymes) in apple

plants showing different states of health: vigorous

(healthy), phytoplasma-infected, and recovered. Real

Time-PCR analyses demonstrated that genes are differ-

entially expressed in apple leaf tissue according to the

plants’ state of health. Malus domestica Pathogenesis-

Related protein (MdPR) 1, MdPR 2 and MdPR 5 were

significantly induced in leaves of diseased and symptom-

atic plants compared to leaves of those plants that were

healthy or recovered. On the other hand, levels of all the

jasmonate (JA)-pathway marker genes that we selected

for this study, were up-regulated in the leaves of recov-

ered plants compared to the diseased ones. In conclusion,

our study demonstrated that two different sets of defence

genes are involved in the interactions between apple

plants and ‘Candidatus Phytoplasmamali’ (‘Ca. P. mali’)

and that these genes are differentially expressed during

phytoplasma infection or recovery.

Keywords Apple proliferation . Jasmonic acid .

Pathogenesis-related proteins . Real-Time PCR

Phytoplasmas are prokaryotic micro-organisms which are

responsible for several hundred diseases affecting eco-

nomically important crops including ornamental plants,

vegetables, fruit trees and grapevines. Phytoplasmasmost-

ly colonize sieve tubes and manipulate the host to ensure

efficient distribution and multiplication (Hogenhout et al.

2008). Notwithstanding extensive research over recent

years, several aspects of physiological and molecular

interactions between phytoplasmas and host plants, (nom-

inally apples and grapes), are still little understood.

An interesting spontaneous phenomenon, called ‘re-

covery’ (Osler et al. 2000), has been observed in eco-

nomically important crops such as apple trees, grapevines

and apricot trees affected by phytoplasmas. Recovery

manifests via a complete remission of symptoms in

grapevine plants and apple trees, with the disappearance

of the phytoplasmas from the crown (Osler et al. 1993,

2000; Carraro et al. 2004). Recovery can also occur in
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individual plants which have severe symptoms over sev-

eral years. When these recovered plants are exposed to

significant levels of disease in the field, the probability of

developing symptoms is four times lower than trees

which have never been infected (Osler et al. 2000), which

suggests the establishment of a type of induced resistance

in the formerly infected plants.

Nevertheless, the basis for this phenomenon is not

yet completely understood. Recovery in apple plants is

associated with the disappearance of phytoplasmas in

the canopy, despite the fact that the roots of the plants

remain fully infected (Carraro et al. 2004). It is possi-

ble that heavy deposition of callose may be responsi-

ble for sequestering phytoplasmas in the root sieve

tubes and, furthermore that the newly-developing

sieve tubes in the upper part of the plant may have

developed increased resistance (Musetti et al. 2010).

In apple, apricot and grapevine plants, recovery from

phytoplasma-associated diseases coincided with the

accumulation of hydrogen peroxide in sieve elements

(Musetti et al. 2004, 2005, 2007), which often signals

increased resistance. Moreover, Musetti et al. (2010,

2011) reported an anomalous accumulation of callose

and protein in the phloem of recovered apple plants

associated with the up-regulation of callose synthase-

and phloem protein-coding genes, supporting the hy-

pothesis that recovered apple plants were able to de-

velop resistance mechanisms depending on Ca2+

signal activity (Musetti et al. 2010). Induced defence

mechanisms in plants are modulated by a complex

signal network in which different signal molecules

are involved. Salicylic acid (SA) induces the accumu-

lation of Pathogenesis-Related (PR) proteins in a va-

riety of plants as downstream components of systemic

acquired resistance (SAR) (Durrant and Dong 2004),

so they are usually used for the evaluation of defence

activation. Furthermore, jasmonic acid (JA), its vola-

tile ester methyl jasmonate (MJ) and other derivatives,

collectively known as jasmonates (JAs), are ubiqui-

tous signalling molecules which also mediate plant

responses to environmental stress such as wounding,

and attack by insect and pathogen (Wasternack 2007).

The different methods of signalling mediated by SA

and JA are balanced in the plant and the two pathways

can cross talk (van Wees et al. 2000). In apple plants, it

has been reported that PR 1, PR 2, PR 5, PR 8 are

produced in response to inoculation of pathogens,

such as Venturia inaequalis and Erwinia amylovora

(Gau et al. 2004; Bonasera et al. 2006; Malnoy et al.

2007) but, to the best of our knowledge, there are no

specific reports about the activation of defence-related

pathways in apple plants in response to Apple prolifera-

tion (AP) disease, associated to ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma

mali’ (‘Ca. P. mali’) nor at onset of recovery.

In this work, we investigated the expression of apple

genes coding for four PR proteins, PR 1, PR 2, PR 5, PR

8, and for three JA-pathway marker enzymes, allene

oxide synthase 2 (AOS 2); 12-oxyphytodienoate reduc-

tase 3 (12-OPR 3); JA-inducible proteinase inhibitor II

(PI II), and we compared their relative expression levels

in apple plants showing different phytosanitary status

(i.e. healthy, symptomatic and recovered). Our aim was

to add new insights to the apple/’Ca. P. mali’ interaction.

An experimental organic apple orchard (cv. Florina,

virus-free clone) was established in 1988 in an area of

the Friuli Venezia Giulia region, North East Italy,

where serious epidemics of AP have occurred. The

orchard had been checked at least three times per year

for the presence of AP symptoms.

Three groups of plants, AP-symptomatic (diseased,

D), healthy (H) and recovered (R), were selected in the

orchard. Plants, which all had M26 as rootstock, were

20 years old. Recovered plants were asymptomatic

during the previous four consecutive years and healthy

plants had been asymptomatic since planting.

Detection of phytoplasma in randomly sampled

leaves was carried out by means of polymerase chain

reaction (PCR), as described by Lorenz et al. (1995).

To perform analyses of gene expression, total RNA

was extracted from frozen tissues using a cetyl-methyl

ammonium bromide based method, as described by

Gasic et al. (2004). The extracted RNA was treated

with RNase-free DNase I (Promega Italia, Milano,

Italy) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Following digestion, nucleotides were removed from

RNA using a G50 Sepharose buffer exchange column

(GE Healthcare Europe, Milano, Italy). RNA concen-

tration and purity were checked with a Lambda 3B

spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Italy, Cologno

Monzese, Italy) before and after DNase I digestion.

Only RNA samples with a 260/280 ratio between 1.9

and 2.1 and a 260/230 ratio greater than 2.0 before and

after DNase I digestion were used for cDNA synthesis.

The quality of RNA samples, as well as the efficiency

of the DNase treatment, were assessed by electropho-

resis on 1 % formaldehyde agarose gels (Musetti et al.

2010). The transcripts of the identified genes were

amplified by qRT-PCR using RNAs extracted from
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D, H, and R plants as described above. First-strand

cDNA was synthesized from 3 μg of total RNA by

Expand Reverse Transcriptase (Roche Diagnostics,

Milano, Italy) according to the manufacturer’s proto-

col. Gene expression was analyzed by quantitative

real-time reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) in

leaves from three individual trees for each of the D,

H, and R groups, sampled in September, when typical

AP symptoms are visible. cDNA was diluted ten-fold

for qRT-PCR analyses.

Specific primers for apple PR 1, PR 2, PR 5 genes

were employed in real-time RT-PCR experiments

according to Bonasera et al. (2006). Primers for PR

8 were re-designed according to the gene sequences

cited by Bonasera et al. (2006).

Sequences of three Malus x domestica genes of the

Jasmonic acid (JA) signalling pathway, namely: allene

oxide synthase (AOS2); oxophytodienoate reductase

(12-OPR 3); and finally JA-inducible proteinase in-

hibitor II (PI-II), were retrieved from the TIGR Apple

Gene Index database by BLASTN or TBLASTN with

homologous sequences of Medicago truncatula. The

accession numbers are TC59991, TC87763 and

TC65477, respectively. Primer 3 software was used

for primer picking. Efficiency and specificity of the

primer pairs were determined in real-time RT-PCR

experiments as described in the Additional file 1.

The melting curves shown a single peak indicating

the primer amplification specificity. The sequences of

each primer pair is given in Table 1.

qRT-PCR analyses were performed in a Bio-Rad

CFX96 Real Time PCR System using Sso Fast

EvaGreen SuperMix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.,

USA). The thermal profile comprised three segments:

(i) 95 °C for 3 min; (ii) 40 cycles of 5 s of denaturation

at 95 °C, 10 s of annealing and extension at 60 °C

(amplification data collected at the end of each exten-

sion step); and (iii) a dissociation curve from 65 °C to

95 °C, with 0.5 °C increment intervals followed by

plate reading. Three technical replicates were analyzed

for each biological replicate.

Five-point standard curves of different dilutions from

pooled cDNA (corresponding to 10, 5, 2, 1, and 0.5 ng

of the initial RNA used for cDNA synthesis) were

employed to calculate the efficiency of each primer pair.

Efficiency (E) was calculated according to the protocol

described by Pfaffl (2001). Pairs of primers with a PCR

efficiency in the range of 96–104 % were chosen. Raw

Ct values were transformed to relative quantities using

the formula: MNE=2 Ct, reference mean / 2 Ct, target mean,

where MNE=Mean Normalized Expression (Muller et

al. 2002). The expression level of each target gene was

normalized to the expression level of the reference gene

GAPDH, after that the expression stability of some

candidate reference genes had been evaluated by the

software program NormFinder (Musetti et al. 2010).

Pairwise comparisons between the mean levels of the

three groups (H, D, and R) were analyzed with “In Stat

GraphPad” software package (La Jolla, CA, USA) using

the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric method (Dunn’s

multiple comparison test) to evaluate significant differ-

ences. The mean square error was computed as mean of

the variances of the three groups. Different letters in the

figures denote significant differences at P≤0.01.

PCR analysis, performed using group-specific pri-

mers for AP, confirmed the presence of phytoplasmas

in all the leaves of D apple trees, but never in those of

H or R plants (data not shown), confirming the asso-

ciation of remission of AP symptoms and disappear-

ance of phytoplasma from plant leaves as previously

observed (Carraro et al. 2004).

Expression levels of MdPR 1, MdPR 2, MdPR 5,

MdPR 8 and of the three genes encoding for JA-

pathway enzymes are reported in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-

tively. qRT-PCR analyses demonstrated that the diverse

genes are differentially expressed in apple leaves

according to the phytosanitary status of the plants. In

particular,MdPR 1 andMdPR 2were 2.5 times higher in

D plants than in H plants and more than two times

higher than in R plants. MdPR 5 was 6-fold induced in

D plants compared to H plants and 2.5-fold to R plants

(Fig. 1). It is interesting to note that the level of expres-

sion of PR1 and PR5 genes in R leaves sits in between

the levels in H and D plants. The transcription level of

MdPR 8 was similar in the D and R plants being on

average, about two times that of H plants (Fig. 1).

Plant-pathogen interactions can result in the activa-

tion of numerous mechanisms of local and systemic

defences. PR proteins are generally considered to be

defence proteins whose function is to prevent or limit

of the invasion or spreading of the pathogens in plants.

However, the modus operandi of such proteins and their

contribution to resistance have not been elucidated in

many cases (van Loon et al. 2006). In plants belonging

to the genus Malus, MdPR 1, MdPR 2, MdPR 5, MdPR

8 were proposed as candidate genes involved in plant

response to attacks by pathogens E. amylovora and V.

inaequalis (Bonasera et al. 2006; Malnoy et al. 2007). In
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this work we demonstrate that the above mentioned

genes are involved in the response of apple plants to

AP infection which also results in the over-expression of

the genes in infected apple trees, thus confirming that

these proteins are not pathogen-specific, but are deter-

mined by the reaction of the host plants.

As regarding R apple plants, results revealed an

increased transcript abundance of PR 1, PR 5 and PR

8 in comparison to H individuals. This finding gives

reason for the activation of plant defences and could

explain the fact that R plants are more resistant than H

plants to new phytoplasma infections (Osler et al. 2000).

PR 1 proteins are those which are most abundantly

produced after pathogen infection and following the

accumulation of the transcript occurring during patho-

gen attack. As previously reported, these proteins are

strongly induced by SA (Durrant and Dong 2004). Patui

et al. (2012) reported data about a significant increase of

SA content in D apple leaf tissues compared to H or R

tissues, while JA content was higher in R plants than H

Table 1 Primer sequences used for the quantitative real time-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)

Primer name Oligonucleotide sequence (5′– 3′) References Sequence accession

number

Primer specificity

Md PR1a for GCTCAGCCCTAATACAATCCTCTC (Bonasera et al. 2006) CV524932.1 Pathogenesis-related protein

1a coding geneMd PR1a rev TACCCCCACTACTGCACCTCACT (Bonasera et al. 2006)

Md PR2 for CTTCACAGTCACCATCTTCAACA (Bonasera et al. 2006) AY548364.1 Pathogenesis-related protein

2 coding geneMd PR2 rev GGTGCACCAGCTTTTTCAA (Bonasera et al. 2006)

Md PR5 for GGCAGGCGCAGTTCCACCAG (Bonasera et al. 2006) DQ318213.1 Pathogenesis-related protein

5 coding geneMd PR5 rev GACATGTCTCCGGCATATCA (Bonasera et al. 2006)

Md PR8 for2 CGTTCCCGGATACTCACCTA present work DQ318214.1 Pathogenesis-related protein

8 coding geneMd PR8 rev2 ACCGTCTGCATACTGGCATT present work

Md AOS2 for GGGAGAAGCTGTTGAAGCAC present work TC59991 Allene oxide synthase

2 coding geneMd AOS2 rev TCCAGCACACTGTTTGTTCC present work

Md OPR12 for GACAGGGAAGATGGGAACAA present work TC87763 Oxophytodienoate reductase

12 coding geneMd OPR12 rev CTTCGGCAAGTCTGGGTTAG present work

Md PI II for TGGTGGAGAAAACAATTCGTC present work TC65477 Proteinase inhibitor II coding

geneMd PI II rev AGTGCCTGGTTAGCGAAAAA present work

GAPDH for TGACAGGTTCGGAATTGTTGAG (Musetti et al. 2010) CN929227 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase coding geneGAPDH rev CCAGTGCTGCTAGGAATGATG (Musetti et al. 2010)

fO1 CGGAAACTTTTAGTTTCAGT (Lorenz et al. 1995) JN555598.1 Candidatus Phytoplasma mali

16S ribosomal RNA generO1 AAGTGCCCAACTAAATGAT (Lorenz et al. 1995)
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Fig. 1 Expression level of

PR genes in healthy, dis-

eased and recovered plants.

Relative expression levels

by quantitative real-time re-

verse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction of

four genes encoding PR 1,

PR 2, PR 5 and PR 8 based

on the average of three

plants for each of the three

experimental groups

(healthy, diseased and re-

covered). Normalized values

of relative expressions of the

four genes are given as

means ± SE. Different let-

ters denote significant dif-

ferences at P≤0.01
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plants. The fact that MdPR 1 was found over-expressed

in D plants confirms this latter finding.

Increased expression levels of PR 2 and/or PR 8 genes

were also found in other plant-phytoplasma interactions,

such as in grapevines infected by Bois Noir phytoplasma

(both PR 2 and PR 8) (Landi and Romanazzi 2011) and

in tomatoes infected by Stolbur (PR 2) (Ahmad and

Eveillard 2011). PR 2 and PR 8 proteins are respectively

a β-1,3-glucanase and a class III chitinase, exhibiting

direct anti-pathogen activities (van Loon et al. 2006). In

particular, β-1,3-glucanase has an important role in reg-

ulating callose metabolism. Iglesias and Meins (2000)

reported that host β-1,3-glucanase affects trafficking

through plasmodesmata in virus-infected plants and sug-

gested that viruses might shift the dynamic equilibrium

between callose synthesis and degradation by locally

promoting host β-1,3-glucanase expression. An induc-

tion of this gene could decrease deposition of callose

associated with plasmodesmata and phloem sieve pores

and could facilitate the spread of viruses. The possibility

of analogous action via a similar mechanism cannot be

excluded in phytoplasma infections.

Among PR proteins, those belonging to group 5

exhibit similarities in the structure of amino acid, as

well as structural similarities to thaumatin and osmotin

and also show strong antimicrobic properties. In fact,

these proteins affect membrane permeability, disrupting

the lipid bilayer and impeding the growth of invading

microbes (van Loon et al. 2006).

Increased expression level of PR 5, associated to a

PR 5 protein accumulation, has been found in grapevine

infected by Flavescence dorée and in Chrysanthemum

carinatum infected by Onion Yellows (Margaria and

Palmano 2011; Zhong and Shen 2004). El-kereamy et

al. (2011) suggested that in addition to known direct

antifungal/antibacterial activity for the PR 5 proteins,

the same proteins may have additional function in plant

cells, correlated to the synthesis and accumulations of

phytoalexins. In this regard, Landi and Romanazzi

(2011) hypothesized that recovery could be connected

with metabolic processes linked to phytoalexin produc-

tion and accumulation.

Regarding the JA-marker genes, we evaluated the

expression level of three genes encoding key enzymes

of the JA pathway, namely AOS 2, 12-OPR 3 and PI

II. AOS catalyzes the first step in the biosynthesis of

JA from lipoxygenase-derived hydroperoxides of free

fatty acids, while OPR enzymes convert the precursor

12-oxophytodienoic acid (OPDA) to JA (Schaller et

al. 2005). The expression of PI II has been extensively

characterized as a final event in the JA-induced signal

transduction cascade, especially in tomato plants

(Sivasankar et al. 2000).

12-OPR 3 and PI II were significantly repressed in

the leaves of D apple plants compared to the leaves of

H plants (Fig. 2). On the other hand, these genes

tended to have higher expression levels in R plants

compared to the D ones.
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Fig. 2 Expression level of JA

genes in healthy, diseased and

recovered plants. Relative ex-

pression levels by quantitative

real-time reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction of

three genes from the JA sig-

naling pathway, allene oxide

synthase 2 (AOS2), oxophy-

todienoate reductase (12-OPR

3), and JA-inducible protein-

ase inhibitor II (PI-II) based on

the average of three plants for

each of the three experimental

groups (healthy, diseased and

recovered). Normalized values

of relative expressions of the

four genes are given as means

± SE. Different letters denote

significant differences at

P≤0.01
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The occurrence of JA-related defence response in

plant/phytoplasma/vector relationships was recently

illustrated by Sugio et al. (2011) in Arabidopsis thali-

ana. These authors reported that JA synthesis is down-

regulated in Aster Yellows-infected Arabidopsis com-

pared to the healthy plants and that phytoplasma effec-

tors are able to target JA-mediated plant response. In

particular, these authors demonstrated that SAP 11, an

AY phytoplasma effector, targets JA synthesis via

interaction with a plant transcription factor and mod-

ulates plant defence responses by reducing JA produc-

tion to the advantage of the AY insect vector. The

observed repression of the JA- pathway marker genes

in apples affected by AP would confirm Sugio et al.

(2011).

In conclusion, the different transcription profiles

found for the examined genes in AP diseased and

recovered apple plants allow us to hypothesize that

plant defence could take place in at least two subse-

quent phases, regulated by two different pathways.

According to our results, it seems that during the

spread of pathogens in the host tissues and the

development of disease and symptoms, SA is in-

volved in the prompt response to disease (Patui et

al. 2012) inducing PR gene up-regulation, thereby

antagonizing JA-dependent defences; in fact, in the

diseased apple trees, two of the tested JA-pathway

genes are significantly repressed compared to

healthy ones, with the consequence that JA produc-

tion is impaired in plants during the development of

symptoms. On the other hand, inhibition of the PR-

genes and activation of the JA-related defence mech-

anism via JA gene up-regulation occur in recovered

compared to diseased plants. This fact would explain

the accumulation of JA observed in apple leaves by

Patui et al. (2012).

Given that recovery is a natural, spontaneous event

not reproducible artificially, explanation of the phe-

nomenon is not simple. It has been hypothesized that

different defence signals are finely tuned in plants

(Beckers and Spoel 2006) and that SA and JA path-

ways could be simultaneously activated, resulting in

an enhanced resistance for the host, compared to either

defence response alone (van Wees et al. 2000).

Our work demonstrates for the first time that two

diverse sets of defence genes are involved in the

interaction between apple plants and ‘Ca. P. mali’

and that they are differentially expressed during phy-

toplasma infection or recovery.
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